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of the leading order background geometry and of the two-dimensional worldsheet theory.
Moreover H-flux in heterotic compactifications would play an important role for moduli
stabilization and could strongly constrain the supersymmetry breaking scale. We show how
to compute H-flux and the corresponding superpotential, given an explicit complete intersection Calabi-Yau compactification and choice of Wilson lines. We do so by identifying
large classes of special Lagrangian submanifolds in the Calabi-Yau, understanding how the
Wilson lines project onto these submanifolds, and computing their Chern-Simons invariants. We illustrate our procedure with the quintic hypersurface as well as the split-bicubic,
which can provide a potentially realistic three generation model.
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1

Introduction

Heterotic string compactifications on Calabi-Yau (CY) manifolds with Wilson lines have
had considerable success in string model building [1–7], with abundant explicit examples
containing only a supersymmetric standard model, a hidden sector and a few geometric
and vector bundle moduli. There are also several ideas on how to address the moduli
stabilization problem, although their realization in explicit constructions has proven more
challenging. An important observation is that the holomorphicity and stability conditions
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1 Introduction

1. Identify sLags in the CICY under consideration, as fixed point sets of isometric
anti-holomorphic involutions classified in [17]. We do this in section 3.3. Within this
classification, we also show how the Wilson lines project onto the sLags in section 3.4.
2. Calculate the intersection matrix of the sLags and compare its rank with the dimension of the third homology group. We provide details and further references on how
this computation can be done systematically in appendix A.
3. Compute the Chern-Simons invariants on the sLags. To this end we review some results from the mathematics literature on Chern-Simons invariants on three-manifolds
in section 3.5. In order to apply these results one has to determine the topology of
the relevant sLags, and a central role will be played by Seifert fibered manifolds or
compositions thereof.
We begin the paper in section 2, by recollecting some well-known facts about H-flux
in heterotic string compactifications. We discuss the consistency of non-trivial H-flux, be
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on vector bundles could lift many of the flat directions already at tree-level [8–12]. Another mechanism proposed by [13] is to stabilize moduli with fractional H-flux sourced by
Wilson lines in conjunction with gaugino condensation. In ref. [14] it was argued that this
mechanism would generically lead to GUT scale supersymmetry breaking.
Wilson lines were first introduced in order to break GUT gauge groups without breaking supersymmetry. However, any concomitant H-flux might also unintentionally affect
the self-consistency of the compactification background. Indeed, it is well-known that the
backreaction of H-flux deforms away from supersymmetric Calabi-Yau compactifications
of the leading order 10D heterotic supergravity theory, either by breaking supersymmetry
or by leading to non-Kähler internal spaces [15]. Moreover, it has also long been known
that the Wilson lines’ contribution to H-flux may be associated with global worldsheet
anomalies and could thus be inconsistent as string backgrounds [16].
Since for a given choice of Wilson lines and background manifold, the fractional H-flux
is completely determined and not a matter of choice, it is important to develop techniques
that allow one to compute it in concrete examples to address the above issues. In this
paper we focus on complete intersection Calabi-Yau (CICY) manifolds (or rather quotients
thereof by a freely acting discrete symmetry group) as these provide a well understood
class of potentially realistic particle physics models [1–7]. In order to compute the induced
H-flux from given Wilson lines we use a class of special Lagrangian submanifolds (sLags) as
representatives of the three-cycles of the CICYs. One reason for this is that these sLags are
easily explicitly constructed as fixed point loci of certain anti-holomorphic involutions that
are completely classified [17]. Furthermore, the intersection theory of sLags is particularly
simple. We then show that the projection of the Wilson line and its induced Chern-Simons
term on these sLags can be systematically determined. Hence, if the above sLags span a
basis for the third homology group (i.e. if the rank of their intersection matrix matches
the dimension of the third homology group), the superpotential can be expressed as a
linear combination of explicitly computable Chern-Simons invariants on these sLags. Our
procedure can then be summarized as follows:

In section 3 we give details on the procedure proposed above. In section 4 and appendices A and B, we illustrate our method with two concrete models. One of these is
the special — potentially realistic — three generation compactification on the quotient
split-bicubic [2]. We conclude the paper, in section 5, with a summary and discussion.

2

The heterotic 3-form flux

In this section we will discuss two seemingly contradictory results that are important to
bear in mind when considering H-flux in heterotic string compactifications. Whether and
how these results are concordant has not been worked out in detail.
• Compactifying leading order heterotic supergravity on CY 3-folds to a supersymmetric 4D maximally symmetric vacuum forces the 3-form flux H to be zero. This is true
even when vacuum expectation values of fermionic bilinears are taken into account
in the 10D action [18–20].
• By including the non-perturbative effects of fermionic condensates and threshold
corrections directly in the effective 4D theory of a CY compactification, one can in
principle turn on H-flux while simultaneously preserving supersymmetry [13].
This section is therefore largely a review of the literature on various subtleties associated
with H-flux and gaugino condensation on CY internal spaces. We will consider in particular
the effects of non-trivial Chern-Simons terms in this context. We will also briefly discuss the
4D superpotential from Chern-Simons flux, considering the well known non-renormalization
theorem. Finally, we will mention the relation between Chern-Simons flux and global
anomalies in the associated 2D sigma model.
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it fundamental or induced by Wilson lines, in supersymmetric CY compactifications, recalling subtleties associated with the inclusion of gaugino condensation. On one hand, a
dimensional reduction of the 10D effective theory including non-trivial H-flux and possibly
fermionic bilinears does not allow for a supersymmetric vacuum on CY internal spaces [18–
20]. On the other hand, including non-perturbative effects together with threshold corrections directly in the 4D effective theory, one can restore supersymmetry [13, 14] in an antide Sitter vacuum. The 10D description of this 4D solution is not yet understood [19, 20].
We discuss the Chern-Simons contributions to H-flux from both non-standard embeddings
and Wilson lines. As we recall, Chern-Simons contributions from non-standard embeddings effectively correspond to higher derivative corrections. They preserve the leading
order supersymmetric CY compactification, and the would-be α′ -corrections to the 4D superpotential vanish for the massless modes due to non-renormalization theorems [8, 21, 22].
Wilson lines, in contrast, can contribute both to leading order H-flux and the superpotential and are therefore potentially dangerous for the consistency of the 10D solution. On
a similar note, we also mention the relation between H-flux due to Wilson lines and 2D
global worldsheet anomalies [16].

2.1

Supersymmetry, H-flux and gaugino condensation

The low energy effective action of the heterotic string written in the 10D string frame takes
the form [23] (we use the conventions of [22])


Z
1 2 α′
2
−2φ
2
(2.1)
S= e
⋆ R + 4|dφ| − |T | − tr(|F | + 2χ̄Dχ) ,
2
4
where φ is the dilaton, R is the Ricci scalar, F is the Yang-Mills field strength, and χ is
the gaugino. Also, T = H − Σ/2, where H is the heterotic 3-form field strength, and the
3-form Σ is the gaugino bilinear
1 ′
α tr(χ̄ΓM N R χ)dxM N R ,
24

(2.2)

where ΓM N R is the antisymmetrization of three 10D Γ-matrices. A supersymmetric solution of the action (2.1) requires the vanishing of all supersymmetry variations, which for
the dilatino λ, gaugino χ and gravitino ψM , are [20, 23]


1
1
1
M
δλ = − ∂M φΓ ǫ +
HM N R + ΣM N R ΓM N R ǫ,
(2.3)
2
24
4
1
(2.4)
δχ = − FM N ΓM N ǫ,
4
1
1
(2.5)
δψM = ∇M ǫ − HM N R ΓN R ǫ + ΣN RS ΓN RS ΓM ǫ.
8
96
This system has been studied extensively in the literature (see e.g. [19, 20, 24–27]) for
Kähler and non-Kähler internal spaces. In this paper, our focus will be on CY internal
spaces, which is the most studied case.
H-flux in heterotic compactifications was discussed soon after the foundational work
on CY compactifications [28]. The seminal paper by Strominger [15] showed that, for
supersymmetric Minkowski solutions, H-flux generates torsion and deforms away from
Kählerity.1 Indeed, the supersymmetry conditions imply H = ∗dJ, so that the (3,0) and
(0,3) contributions to H must vanish, and the (1,2) and (2,1) contributions induce nonKählerity. One question that has been considered is then what is the effect of gaugino
condensation on these statements, especially as the H-flux and the fermion bilinear, Σ,
corresponding to the 4D gaugino condensate, appear in a related way in the 10D theory.
H-flux and gaugino condensation were first considered in [30, 31]. For CY compactifications, the vanishing of the gravitino variation together with the equations of motion
requires Σ to vanish [20, 30]. The gaugino condensate in 4D is expected to descend from
a non-vanishing expectation value of Σ. This would then imply that gaugino condensation
is not compatible with the supersymmetry conditions on CY internal spaces. However, Hflux and gaugino condensation are compatible with a Minkowski × CY compactification,
if we allow supersymmetry to be broken spontaneously [30]. In detail, the condition for
4D Minkowski space fixes T = 0, which then leads to non-vanishing supersymmetry transformations for the dilatino and part of the gravitino. Note that satisfying the Minkowski
1

CY compactifications with H-flux are, however, possible if we relax the condition of a maximally
symmetric 4D external space and consider 4D domain wall solutions [29].
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Σ=

H ∧ Ω,

Wflux =

(2.6)

Y3

where the internal space Y3 is assumed to be a CY 3-fold with a holomorphic 3-form Ω.
When gaugino condensates are taken into account we also have to include a corresponding
term in the superpotential [35]
Wgaugino ∼ −e−8π

2 f /C

,

(2.7)

where f is the holomorphic gauge kinetic function of the gauge group from which the
gauginos condense and C is the dual Coxeter number of the gauge group. Gukov et al. [13]
showed that an AdS supersymmetric solution is possible in the resulting 4D effective field
theory provided that threshold corrections are taken into account so that the gauge coupling
function takes the form
f = S + βT,
(2.8)
where S and T are the dilaton and volume moduli, and βT is the one-loop correction
term. From this point of view, however, it is not completely clear if the internal space can
remain a CY 3-fold, as we lack a 10D description of the 4D threshold corrections. Also,
as was alluded to earlier, the contribution to H-flux from the Kalb-Ramond 2-form dB
is quantized to integers [32], which would imply that the dilaton is stabilized at strong
coupling. However this problem is ameliorated by using the Chern-Simons contribution to
H from Wilson lines, which is only fractionally quantized [13, 32] and will be discussed in
more detail in the following subsections.
An attempt to capture the 4D physics described above within the 10D theory was made
by Frey and Lippert in [20], by solving the 10D supersymmetry conditions. However, as we
have already seen, it is clear from the leading order 10D equations that the internal manifold
cannot be CY, rather, the solutions they found were a product of 4D AdS spacetime and
non-complex internal spaces. The treatment of higher order corrections in the 10D theory
which correspond to the gaugino condensates with threshold effects in the 4D theory is
still missing. In fact it is unclear how to derive the full 4D superpotential from 10D
in the presence of H-flux and — in particular — gaugino condensation. Usually, the
4D superpotential can be derived from the gravitino supersymmetry variation. But Frey
and Lippert [20] showed that the contributions from the fermion bilinears Σ (the gaugino
condensate in 4D) cancel here, so that the 10D theory does not seem to catch the 4D
non-perturbative effect (see also [19, 36]).
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condition T = 0 requires balancing the quantized H-flux against non-perturbative effects,
which are exponentially small at weak coupling [32]. Dine et al. [30] compared the scalar
potential obtained from dimensional reduction with the scalar potential obtained via a
superpotential, W ∼ c + Ae−aS , directly in 4D field theory. The results matched up to
power law corrections, which had been neglected in the 10D analysis.
Gukov et al. in [13] later argued from a 4D perspective that a supersymmetric AdS
solution is also possible with H-flux and gaugino condensation, provided we include oneloop threshold corrections. A non-vanishing H-flux leads to the well known superpotential [33, 34]
Z

To summarize, if we have non-trivial H-flux together with a 10D fermion bilinear, both
non-supersymmetric Minkowski × CY compactifications [30] and supersymmetric AdS ×
non-CY compactifications [19, 20, 26, 27, 36] are possible. Matching these solutions to a
corresponding solution obtained directly in 4D (with gaugino condensates) is non-trivial
and not fully understood. As for supersymmetric CY compactifications with non-trivial
H-flux and gaugino condensation, a 4D construction that also relies on threshold effects
was given in [13] (see also [14]). A 10D construction of these solutions has so far not been
obtained, as — at leading order — H-flux and fermion bilinears in the equations of motion
are not compatible with vanishing supersymmetry transformations.
The Chern-Simons flux

For the heterotic string, the 3-form H, i.e. the gauge invariant field strength for the KalbRamond 2-form B, is given not simply by dB, but rather as:
H = dB −

α′
(ω3Y − ω3L ) ,
4

where the 3-form ω3Y is the Chern-Simons form


1
ω3Y = tr A ∧ F − A ∧ A ∧ A ,
3

(2.9)

(2.10)

which locally satisfies dω3Y = trF ∧ F , and similar expressions can be written down for the
Lorentz Chern-Simons form ω3L . The Bianchi identity for H therefore has a non-trivial
contribution on the right hand side:
dH =

α′
(trR ∧ R − trF ∧ F ) ,
4

(2.11)

which requires P1 (V ; R) = P1 (T ; R), that is, the first Pontryagin classes over real numbers
for the tangent bundle and vector bundle should be equal. It is important to note that
the Kalb-Ramond and Yang-Mills Chern-Simons contributions are leading order in the
derivative expansion, whereas the Lorentz Chern-Simons term is higher order. Anomaly
cancellation and the integrated Bianchi identity, however, force both Chern-Simons contributions in (2.11) to be effectively of the same order, and we will see below that some
Yang-Mills contributions to H are therefore suppressed. This suppression justifies the
common notation (2.9), where the Yang-Mills contribution to H is assigned the subleading order α′ , but, as we will discuss below, there can also be Yang-Mills contributions at
leading order not affected by anomaly cancellation.
As a result of the Chern-Simons contributions to H, we can have a non-zero H-flux,
even if we choose dB = 0 globally. The full expression for the H-flux superpotential is:

Z 
α′
W =
dB − ω3Y ∧ Ω .
(2.12)
4
Note that the Lorentz Chern-Simons term in H does not contribute to W because it
necessarily appears at higher order in the α′ expansion, whilst the superpotential does
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2.2

2.3

Wilson lines

Wilson lines are flat vector bundle connections, that is, non-trivial gauge configurations
with F = 0 but a global restriction to setting A = 0 everywhere. In particular, when the
fundamental group of the CY is non-trivial, we can define the gauge invariant Wilson line
operator, which is an embedding of π1 (Y3 ) into the gauge group G:

 Z
a
(2.13)
WLγ = P exp i A Ta ,
γ

where γ is a non-trivial homotopy cycle on the CY space, and P exp denotes the path
ordered exponential. As b1 (Y3 ) = 0, there are no Wilson line moduli or corresponding
continuous Wilson lines in CY compactifications. Instead we can have at most discrete
Wilson lines corresponding to a finite fundamental group on a CY.
Discrete Wilson lines were introduced into CY compactifications as a way to break
the gauge symmetry without breaking supersymmetry [22, 37]. Indeed, since F = 0, they
2

Note that the non-renormalization theorem only applies to the light modes in the low energy effective
field theory. A non-standard choice of holomorphic stable vector bundle in general fixes some of the wouldbe CY-moduli by obstructing the corresponding geometric deformations. Formal inclusion of these massive
fluctuations in the low energy theory then does lead to a non-trivial W for those modes and reproduces
their expected stabilization from a 4D point of view [8–11].
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not receive any perturbative corrections beyond the leading order term [18, 22]. We now
consider the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons contribution to W . The Yang-Mills Chern-Simons
term in H can give rise to a background H-field via both the non-standard embedding and
Wilson lines. These, however, affect the background solution and W in different ways.
A (non-)standard embedding solves the leading order supersymmetry conditions using
a holomorphic connection on a holomorphic stable vector bundle. However, imposing also
′
the leading order Bianchi identity, dH = − α4 trF ∧ F , would imply F = 0 and vanishing
background gauge field [22]. The non-trivial gauge field and any torsion due to H-flux is
induced only when balancing with the higher derivative effects, from the Lorentz ChernSimons contribution, in the integrated Bianchi identity. That is, in both the standard and
non-standard-embeddings of spin connection into gauge connection, anomaly cancellation
enforces that the Yang-Mills and Lorentz Chern-Simons contributions are effectively of the
same — higher — order in the α′ expansion. The non-renormalization theorem then implies
that H-flux due to the non-standard embedding does not contribute to2 W . Moreover, the
non-renormalization theorem can then be used to argue that the non-standard embedding is
a consistent solution to all finite orders in perturbation theory [22]. Indeed, as W = dW = 0
in the background at leading order, this must remain true to all finite orders, and there
exists a supersymmetric 4D Minkowski solution. The internal geometry is Calabi-Yau at
leading order, and receives corrections at higher order. In contrast to the non-standard
embedding, we will see next that Wilson lines are a wholly leading order effect, indeed
they do not contribute to the integrated Bianchi identity. A non-trivial H-flux induced by
Wilson lines may thus contribute to the background W , and spoil the consistency of the
leading order supersymmetric Calabi-Yau compactification. Whether or not consistency
can be restored by higher loop effects is an open question.

do not contribute to the Yang-Mills supersymmetry equations. However, they may still
contribute non-trivially to the other supersymmetry conditions and equations of motion
via the Chern-Simons term in H, eq. (2.9). Moreover, any H-flux and torsion induced
by Wilson lines is leading order, as A is non-trivial although F = 0 exactly and is vanishing in the Bianchi identity. Therefore, Wilson lines can contribute to the background
superpotential. Notice that only the (0,3) and harmonic part of ω3Y contributes [14].
2.4

Chern-Simons invariants and global worldsheet anomalies

where Λ is the 3-cycle Poincaré dual to the holomorphic 3-form Ω. In general, the ChernSimons invariant cannot be computed directly, as an expression for the gauge field is not
known. Indeed, the gauge field A is neither uniquely nor globally defined.
Chern-Simons invariants for flat vector bundles have been well-studied in the mathematics literature. In particular the Chern-Simons invariant
Z
CS(A, Q) =
ω3Y ,
(2.15)
Q

has been computed explicitly for several real 3-dimensional manifolds, denoted here by Q.
In section 3.5, we summarize the known results on Chern-Simons invariants for a large class
of real 3-manifolds. Among the simplest examples that give a non-trivial Chern-Simons
invariant are the Lens spaces S 3 /Zp for which one obtains [16, 38–40]:
CS(A, S 3 /Zp ) = −

X k2
i

i

2p

mod Z

(2.16)

for a gauge connection A with the Wilson line fitting into SU(N ) as specified by the
integers ki ,
U = diag(e2πik1 /p , . . . , e2πikN /p ) .
(2.17)
It is obvious from this example that the Chern-Simons invariant can take fractional values;
in fact it is only defined modulo integers, as large gauge transformations shift CS(A, Q)
by integer values. This is precisely the reason why [13] suggested to use Chern-Simons
flux instead of the integer quantized dB-flux for moduli stabilization as it facilitates the
balance between flux and non-perturbative effects at weak coupling. This proposal has
recently been discussed in a wider context in ref. [14], where it was found that even the
fractional Chern-Simons flux would generically lead to GUT scale supersymmetry breaking.
From a phenomenological point of view, it is thus very important to know whether a nontrivial Chern-Simons invariant is induced by a given set of Wilson lines. This is also true
for ensuring the mathematical self-consistency of such a scenario, as the mutual consistency
of unbroken supersymmetry, internal CY geometry, and non-trivial 3-form flux could so
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The Chern-Simons contribution to the superpotential can be expressed in terms of a ChernSimons invariant. Indeed, we can write
Z
Z
α′
α′
W =−
ω3Y ,
(2.14)
ω3Y ∧ Ω = −
4 Y3
4 Λ

far not be rigorously established from a purely 10D or even a worldsheet point of view.
Regarding the consistency of the 2D theory the situation may be even more demanding
due to worldsheet anomalies that cannot be cancelled with any known methods.3 More
specifically this case occurs when CS(A, Q) is fractional for a 3-manifold Q that corresponds
to a torsion class of H3 (Y3 , Z) [13, 16]. Motivated by all this, it is the purpose of the present
paper to explicitly compute Chern-Simons invariants induced by Wilson lines on a class of
phenomenologically realistic CY spaces.

Computing Chern-Simons flux in explicit models

We will now proceed to develop a strategy to compute the Chern-Simons flux and its
superpotential for Calabi-Yau compactifications with Wilson lines, and apply this strategy
to some explicit models with promising phenomenology. More concretely our focus is on
complete intersection Calabi-Yau (CICY) 3-folds, which are common setups for model
building in [1–4, 6, 7].
3.1

Quick introduction to CICY

Here we sketch the relevant information from the vast literature on CICY manifolds. Much
more detailed discussion can be found in the pioneering papers [41, 42] and in the textbook [43]. A CY manifold may be constructed as the set of homogeneous solutions to a
set of polynomials determined by the configuration matrix


CP n1 m11 m12 · · · m1l


 CP n2 m21 m22 · · · m2l 
 .
.
(3.1)
..
..
 .

.
.
 .

CP nk mk1 mk2 · · · mkl

This matrix specifies a class of l polynomials in the ambient space
CP n1 × CP n2 × · · · × CP nk .

(3.2)

We call each polynomial Pi , where i = 1, . . . , l corresponds to the ith column of the configuration matrix, and the entries in the matrix specify that each term in the ith polynomial
must contain mji powers of the coordinates from CP nj . The set of simultaneous homogeneous solutions to all the polynomials is a compact and smooth Kähler subspace of the
ambient space provided that the polynomials are transverse, that is dP1 ∧ · · · ∧ dPl 6= 0 at
all points of intersection, Pi = 0. The subspace is furthermore Ricci flat and therefore CY
if the configuration matrix satisfies
X

mji = nj + 1,

∀j = 1, . . . , k.

(3.3)

i

3

In fact, the relationship between Wilson lines and global worldsheet anomalies was used in [16] to
indirectly compute the Chern-Simons invariant on the Lens space.
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3

3.2

Special Lagrangian submanifolds

In order to compute the Chern-Simons fluxes in CY compactifications, we will need to
construct explicit 3-cycles, which the fluxes thread. We will therefore consider special
Lagrangian submanifolds (sLags), which provide explicit representatives of 3-cycles in a
CICY space and moreover have a particularly simple intersection theory. Slags in a CY
space are real 3D submanifolds defined by the conditions:
J

Q

= 0 and

θ

Im(ei 2 Ω) Q = 0 ,

(3.4)

with J the Kähler 2-form, and θ is the so-called calibration angle associated with the
sLag (see [44, 45] for some introductory lectures on these geometries). They are volume
minimizing in their homology class, with the volume form given by
θ

Re(ei 2 Ω) Q = dVolQ .

(3.5)

Although general sLag submanifolds are difficult to construct explicitly, there is one wellknown method to obtain examples. An isometric anti-holomorphic involution4 σ acts on
the CY manifold as
(3.6)
σ(J) = −J σ(Ω) = eiθ Ω .
Therefore, the fixed locus of σ is a sLag submanifold; we will write this as
Qσ = Fix(σ) ,

(3.7)

where Qσ is the sLag and Fix(σ) denotes the fixed point set of the involution σ. Given
a CICY with defining polynomials Pi , an isometric anti-holomorphic involution σ on the
ambient space descends to the CICY if it satisfies
Pi ◦ σ = P̄i .

(3.8)

The sLag submanifolds in a CICY are therefore 3D submanifolds and give rise to 3cycles, which we can construct and analyze explicitly using the defining polynomials. As we
4

The isometricity property is σ(g) = g, whereas anti-holomorphicity is σ(I) = −I for I the complex
structure. Also J = Ig, and g, J only define Ω up to a phase, J ∧ J ∧ J = 43 iΩ ∧ Ω̄.
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Of course for each configuration matrix there are many different choices of polynomials,
most of which correspond to smooth CY manifolds. All smooth complete intersections corresponding to the same configuration matrix are diffeomorphic and therefore topologically
equivalent as real manifolds.
All CICYs are simply connected, whereas model building requires multiply connected
CYs in order to allow GUT symmetry breaking by Wilson lines. Multiply connected CYs
can be obtained by quotienting a CICY by some freely-acting discrete symmetry group Γ.
The fundamental group of the quotient CICY is then non-trivial, π1 (Y3 /Γ) = Γ. When
quotienting a given CICY configuration by Γ, one must of course consider only polynomials
that respect this symmetry. This significantly lowers the dimensionality of the moduli space
of the CY.

3.3

A classification of sLags in CICYs

We will now provide a classification of the sLags in CICYs, which correspond to the fixed
point sets of isometric anti-holomorphic involutions. We will start with relevant involutions
on the ambient space; these will descend to the CICY when the condition (3.8) is satisfied.
Isometric anti-holomorphic involutions on CP n can be classified into two different types,
A and B which act on the coordinates in the following way [17]
σA : (z1 , z2 , . . . , zn , zn+1 ) 7→ (z̄1 , z̄2 , . . . , z̄n , z̄n+1 ),
σB : (z1 , z2 , . . . , zn , zn+1 ) 7→ (−z̄2 , z̄1 , . . . , −z̄n+1 , z̄n ) .

(3.9)
(3.10)

Note that σB applies only for projective spaces CP n with n odd. All other involutions of
CP n can be constructed by a projective GL(n + 1, C) transformation acting on either σA
or σB [17],
U
σA,B
= U −1 ◦ σA,B ◦ U .
(3.11)
We will use the terminology A(B)-type involution for an involution that is constructed by
the action of GL(n + 1, C) on σA (σB ). Note that B-type involutions act freely on CP n
U ) is empty for all GL(n + 1, C) transformations U . For the A-type
and therefore Fix(σB
involutions, Fix(σaU ) is non-empty and furthermore
U
U
Fix(σA
) = {z ∈ CP n | σA
(z) = z}

= {z ∈ CP n | U −1 U z = z}
= U −1 {(z ′ = U z) ∈ CP n | z ′ = z ′ }
= U −1 Fix(σA ) .

(3.12)

Applying this to a CY hypersurface in CP n , we see that if σA is an involution on the CY,
then all matrices U that are symmetries of the defining polynomial will give involutions
U on the CICY, and the corresponding sLags are
σA
QσU = U −1 (QσA ) .
A
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will see in appendix A, their intersection theory is also simple, so that it is straightforward
to check whether a given set of sLags generates the full third homology group of the
CICY. Furthermore, all the information required can be obtained by going to a simple
point in moduli space, that is, choosing a particularly symmetric form of the defining
polynomials, for which we can find many homologically distinct sLags. Let Qσ be one
such sLag. As mentioned, different polynomials corresponding to the same configuration
matrix determine manifolds that are diffeomorphic, so if Ỹ3 is another CICY corresponding
to the same configuration matrix as Y3 , then there exists a diffeomorphism f between Y3
and Ỹ3 . The restriction of f to Qσ defines a submanifold f (Qσ ) in Ỹ3 , which may or
may not be a sLag (in fact, sLags turn out to be surprisingly stable under deformations
of the CY structure [44]). As we are interested in topological properties of the sLags as
representatives of their homology class, namely their Chern-Simons invariants, our final
results will be independent of these choices.

This is an important result that, in particular, shows that all A-type sLags are homeomorphic QσU ∼ QσA .
A
In the following, it will sometimes be useful to write the A-type involutions in terms
of the matrices M ≡ U −1 U ,
U
σA
= M ◦ σA .
(3.14)
The A-type involutions on CP n generalize to products of projective spaces, for which
the basic A-type involutions act individually on each factor with complex conjugation
(σA , σA , . . . , σA ) : CP n1 × CP n2 × · · · × CP nk → CP n1 × CP n2 × · · · × CP nk .

(3.15)

Fix(σA , σA , . . . , σA ) = RP n1 × RP n2 × · · · × RP nk .

(3.16)

A general A-type involution is now given by the map
(M1 ◦ σA , . . . , Mk ◦ σA ) : CP n1 × · · · × CP nk → CP n1 × · · · × CP nk .

(3.17)

where the matrices M1 , . . . , Mk are given in terms of GL(ni + 1, C) transformations Mi =
Ui−1 U i . The fixed point set in this case is given by
(U1−1 , U2−1 , · · · , Uk−1 )Fix(σA , σA , . . . , σA ) .

(3.18)

In this paper we will only make use of diagonal matrices U to generate sLags, and the
condition (3.8) will then often force the diagonal elements to be roots of unity.
When we have a product space of two identical projective spaces CP n × CP n there is
another type of involution, which we will call C [17]:
σC : (zi , wi ) 7→ (w̄i , z̄i ) .

(3.19)

It is easy to see that the fixed point set of σC is the diagonal in CP n × CP n ,
Fix(σC ) = {(z, z̄) ∈ CP n × CP n } .

(3.20)

All C-type involutions can be constructed by a pair of GL(n + 1, C) transformations U1
and U2


−1
M, M
◦ σC : CP n × CP n → CP n × CP n ,
(3.21)

where M = U1−1 U 2 and the fixed point set is found to be

U1−1 , U2−1 Fix(σC ) .

(3.22)

Therefore, assuming that (U1 , U2 ) is a symmetry of the defining polynomials of the CICY,
it gives rise to a sLag Qσ(U1 ,U2 ) , which is homeomorphic to the basic C-type sLag QσC .
C

Here, as for the A-type sLags, we will restrict our attention to diagonal matrices U1 and
U2 which by (3.8) usually forces the elements to be roots of unity.
Having identified sLags via the isometric anti-holomorphic involutions of the CICY,
an important question will be how the quotient symmetry Γ, which is freely acting on the
CICY, acts on the sLags. We will now turn to this and related questions.
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The fixed point set is given by

3.4

Wilson lines on sLags

Our objective is to compute the contribution from discrete Wilson lines to the ChernSimons invariant on a given sLag. Consider a field φ on a quotient CY, Y3 /Γ, transforming
in some non-trivial representation of the GUT gauge group. Each element, g, of the
fundamental group, Γ, of Y3 /Γ defines an action of Γ on φ by parallel transport with
respect to the gauge connection,
g : φ 7→ WLg · φ ,

(3.23)

WLg = P exp i

Z

Aa Ta
γg

!

(3.24)

is the Wilson line operator with a homotopy loop γg corresponding to g, and the dot refers
to the action on φ induced by its gauge group representation. Without Wilson lines, this
action is of course trivial. As the fundamental group Γ is discrete and the Wilson line
operators define a group homorphism, it is sufficient to specify the Wilson line operators,
WLg , corresponding to the generators, g, of Γ.
Now consider the field φ|Q restricted to a sLag, Q, of Y3 . Since Γ acts freely on Y3 , we
encounter two possibilities for the action of each generator g of Γ on the sLag Q ⊂ Y3 (see
figure 1):
• g maps Q pointwise to another sLag Q′ ⊂ Y3 so that Q and Q′ are identified in Y3 /Γ.
In this case, any Wilson line WLg on Q on the quotient space Y3 /Γ would have to be
already present on Q in the covering space Y3 . On Y3 , however, the homotopy loop
γg would be contractible so the projection of the Wilson line on Q must vanish. If
this is true for all generators g of Γ, it means that all Wilson line operators project
to the identity on the sLag Q, and hence they can never give rise to a non-trivial
Chern-Simons invariant on Q in the quotient space Y3 /Γ.
• If instead g acts freely within Q, then the corresponding sLag Q/Γ in the quotient
space Y3 /Γ may acquire a new homotopy loop on which the Wilson line on Y3 /Γ
projects non-trivially. In this case, there is the possibility to have a non-trivial
Chern-Simons invariant on the sLag Q/Γ.
Having classified a large set of sLags in the CICY as in subsection 3.3, our next task is
then to determine how the discrete symmetry Γ, by which we quotient, acts on them. Only
sLags Q that are mapped to themselves by at least one generator g of Γ, can have nontrivial Wilson lines and hence possible Chern-Simons invariants on their quotients Q/Γ.
As we will now see, this is a model independent question. Whether or not a non-trivial
Chern-Simons terms on such a quotient sLag is then really induced, depends also on its
topology and the details of the Wilson line in Y3 /Γ and will be discussed further below.
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where

The discrete symmetry groups used so far in constructing heterotic standard models,
and considered in the following, are rotations and permutations.5 We take Γ = Zn+1 ×Zn+1 ,
where the first Zn+1 factor refers to rotations, R, and the second to cyclic permutations, S,
of the coordinates of CP n . When we specify how the discrete symmetry group Γ acts on the
coordinates of CP n , we implicitly fix some or all of the coordinate freedom of this ambient
space. We give the action of these symmetries in terms of their respective generators, gR
and gS . The rotations are generated by
gR : za 7→ ω a za ,

a = 1, . . . , n + 1,

(3.25)

where ω is the primitive (n + 1)-th root of unity. The generator of the cyclic permutations
acts as
gS : zi 7→ zi+1 ,
i = 0, . . . , n, z0 := zn+1 .
(3.26)
Note that R and S have fixed points on CP n , but the CICY under consideration will not
contain these fixed points.
3.4.1

A-type sLags

We begin by discussing the action of the generators g ∈ Γ on the basic A-type sLags, i.e.
U . As these involutions do not mix different
the fixed point loci of σA or, more generally, σA
ambient CP n ’s, it is sufficient to restrict our discussion to a single CP n factor.
Rotations R. We first consider the action of the rotations generated by gR on the A-type
sLags. We can treat the basic A-type sLag based on the involution σA as a special case of
5

See [46] for a classification of freely acting discrete symmetries on CICYs, including non-Abelian ones.
Initial work towards constructing heterotic standard models using non-Abelian discrete symmetries can be
found in [4, 47].
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Figure 1. A cartoon of the two possibilities for the free action of a generator of Γ on sLags. The
black arrows depict the action of the generator. On the left hand side we show the action on the
covering CY. It can act freely within the sLag (red), or it can identify two (or more) distinct ones
(green). On the right hand side we can see what happens in the quotient CY. The red sLag can have
modified topology, because of the free action of the generator. The green sLags are simply identified,
and the resulting sLags have the same topology as before. Only the red sLags can possibly inherit
a non-trivial CS invariant from a Wilson line on the quotient Calabi-Yau.

U . The original sLag Q
the more general case corresponding to σA
σ U is associated with the
A

U ) = {z ∈ CP n | U −1 U z = z}. The rotation g maps this to the fixed
fixed point set Fix(σA
R
point set
−1
U gR

U
gR Fix(σA
) = Fix(σA

).

(3.27)

Note that due to the projective identification, z ∼ λz, this is the same as the original fixed
point set if
gR U −1 U gR = λU −1 U ,
(3.28)

2
gR
= λ1,

(3.29)

which is only satisfied if n, the dimension of the ambient space, equals one. We therefore
U to a
see that if n > 1 the rotational symmetry gR always maps the sLag based on σA
different sLag, so that there can be no Wilson lines or Chern-Simons invariant induced by
rotational identifications on any A-type sLag.
If on the other hand, the ambient space is CP 1 , the rotational symmetry is R ∼
= Z2
and the generator gR automatically satisfies (3.29) with λ = 1. In this case, the generator
gR maps the original sLag (non-trivially) to itself, and a Chern-Simons invariant might in
principle be induced on any A-type sLag by a Wilson line associated with the generator
gR .
In our examples in section 4, only the first case with n > 1 will occur so that we do not
have to worry about rotational identifications and their associated Wilson lines on Y3 /Γ.
Cyclic permutations S. Next we consider the (n+1)×(n+1) matrices gS corresponding
to the cyclic permutations (3.26). As they are real, the condition for gS to map a sLag based
U to itself, and hence to induce possible Wilson lines and Chern-Simons
on the involution σA
invariants, is not of the form (3.28), but rather:
gS U −1 U gS−1 = λU −1 U .

(3.30)

Let us now give the most general solution of (3.30) for a diagonal matrix U =
diag(u1 , . . . , un+1 ) that is assumed to be a symmetry of the defining polynomial of the
CY-space Y3 . Obviously, U −1 U = diag(µ1 , . . . , µn+1 ) with µi ≡ ui /ui , and the left hand
side of (3.30) becomes
gS U −1 U gS−1 = diag(µ2 , µ3 , . . . , µn+1 , µ1 ).

(3.31)

It is then easily seen that the general solution of (3.30) is given by
U −1 U = µn+1 diag(λ, λ2 , . . . , λn , 1),

λ = ωl ,

l ∈ Z.

(3.32)

Any A-type sLag on Y3 based on a matrix U that satisfies this equation for some l ∈ Z
is then mapped to itself by gS and possibly gives rise to a non-trivial Wilson line and
Chern-Simons invariant on the corresponding quotient sLag.
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n+1
−1
= 1, re-iterating this
where we used gR
= gR and λ is a phase factor. Because gR
n+1
equation implies λ
= 1, i.e. λ is an integer power of the primitive (n + 1)th root of
unity, λ = ω l , l ∈ Z. For diagonal U , the condition (3.28) becomes

We now show, however, that in many cases (and in particular in all cases we study in
this paper) this apparent multitude of sLags with potential Chern-Simons terms actually
collapses to just the basic A-type sLag corresponding to the simple involution σA when also
the rotational symmetries R are modded out. More precisely, we show that for nl even,
any A-type sLag that satisfies (3.32) is identified with the basic A-type sLag by modding
nl/2
out the rotation gR .
k Fix(σ U ) =
In order to prove this, one needs to find an integer k such that gR
A
Fix(σA ), i.e.
k −1
k
gR
U U gR
∝1.
(3.33)

k
k −1
= µn+1 diag(λω 2k , λ2 ω 4k , . . . , λn ω 2nk , 1)
gR
U U gR

= µn+1 diag(ω l+2k , ω 2(l+2k) , ω 3(l+2k) , . . . , ω n(l+2k) , 1) ,

(3.34)

which is proportional to the identity for 2k = −l mod n + 1 = nl mod n + 1. This then
implies:
• n even: Every A-type sLag that satisfies (3.32) is mapped to the basic A-type sLag
nl/2
corresponding to σA by the rotation gR . Thus, for Zodd , one only has to check
whether this basic A-type sLag inherits a Chern-Simons invariant from the Wilson
line associated with the permutation gS .
• n odd: In this case, all A-type sLags that satisfy (3.32) with l even are also identified
−l/2
with the basic A-type sLag upon modding out by gR and hence don’t have to be
studied separately. On the other hand, the sLags that satisfy (3.32) with l odd√are
g
not mapped to the basic A-type sLag, but rather the one corresponding to σA R .
This is because if we choose k such that l + 2k = −1 mod n + 1, we see that eq. (3.34)
implies
−1/2

−1
k −1
k
gR
U U gR
∝ gR
= gR

1/2

· gR .

(3.35)

1/2

It should be noted that for n odd, √
gR is in general not a symmetry of the polynomial,

but still satisfies (3.8) because σA

gR

−1/2

= gR

1/2

◦ σA ◦ gR

−1
= gR
◦ σA and gR is by

√

g

assumption a symmetry of the polynomials. Hence Fix(σA R ) is still a sLag, but it
is not necessarily homoeomorphic to the basic A-type sLag.
For n odd, we therefore may have possible non-trivial Chern-Simons
√ invariants on
g
the basic A-type sLag and one other A-type sLag corresponding to σA R , which have
to be studied separately. In our examples, however, n is always even and this case
does not occur.
To summarize. If one mods out by the group Γ = R × S ∼
= Zn+1 × Zn+1 of rotations
and cyclic permutations, and if (n + 1) is odd, the only A-type sLag one has to check for
a possible Chern-Simons invariant is the basic one based on the simple involution σA , and
one only has to consider Wilson lines due to gS . This will be the case for all the examples
discussed in section 4. If (n + 1) is even, by contrast, one further A-type sLag might carry
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Using (3.32), the left hand side of (3.33) becomes

non-trivial Chern-Simons invariants on the quotient space Y3 /Γ due to modding out cyclic
permutations S. For the special case (n+1) = 2, Chern-Simons invariants might also occur
from modding out certain rotations R (see table 1).
3.4.2

C-type sLags

Fix(σC ) = {(z, w) ∈ CP n × CP n | z = w}
(U ,U )
Fix(σC 1 2 )

n

n

= {(z, w) ∈ CP × CP |

U2−1 U1 z

(3.36)
= w},

(3.37)

where U1 and U2 are independent elements of GL(n + 1, C). Due to the projective
(U ′ ,U ′ )
(U ,U )
identifications, two sLags associated to σC 1 2 and σC 1 2 are equivalent whenever
′
U2−1 U 1 = λU ′ −1
2 U 1 for some λ ∈ C.
We now consider the action of the discrete symmetries R and S on C-type sLags.
Rotations. From (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) one can see that the generator of the rotation,
(U ,U )
−1
(gR , gR
), acts on the sLag associated to σC 1 2 in the following way:
(U1 ,U2 )

−1
(gR , gR
)Fix(σC

−1 −1
) = {(z, w) ∈ CP n × CP n | gR
U2 U1 gR z = w}.

(3.38)

We are interested in the case when this action maps a given sLag non-trivially to itself.
This is the case when
−1 −1
λ ∈ C.
(3.39)
gR
U2 U 1 gR = λU2−1 U 1 ,
Note that this equation differs from (3.28) in an important way because the first gR is
inverted. When U1 and U2 are diagonal matrices and commute with gR , eq. (3.39) is always
−1
satisfied for any U1 , U2 . Hence, (gR , gR
) acts freely within each C-type sLag associated to
(U1 ,U2 )
Fix(σC
). A Wilson line can thus project non-trivially to any of them, and hence all
C-type sLags could a priori inherit a Chern-Simons invariant from a Wilson line associated
with modding out a rotation.
Cyclic permutations. The generator, (gS , gS ), of a cyclic permutation maps the fixed
(U ,U )
point set of a C-type involution σC 1 2 to itself whenever the following equation is satisfied:
gS U2−1 U 1 gS−1 = λU2−1 U 1 ,

λ = ωl .

(3.40)

In contrast to gR , gS is not diagonal, and hence it does not in general commute with
U2−1 U 1 . In analogy with the A-type involutions, we have U2−1 U 1 = diag(µ1 , . . . , µn+1 )
(2)
(1)
(j)
with µi ≡ ui /ui , where ui is the ith diagonal element of Uj , so that the left hand side
of (3.40) becomes
gS U2−1 U 1 gS−1 = diag(µ2 , µ3 , . . . , µn+1 , µ1 ).
(3.41)
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The C-type sLags are fixed point sets of involutions (3.19) or (3.21) that involve the
exchange of the coordinates of two CP n -factors in an ambient space CP n × CP n . This
leaves some freedom in defining the action of the symmetries R and S on each factor. We
−1
will consider transformations generated by (gR , gR
) and (gS , gS ), as these are precisely of
the form we will encounter in our explicit examples in section 4.
(U ,U )
To begin with, let us recall the fixed point sets of the involutions σC and σC 1 2 :

Γ = Zn+1 ×Zn+1
n=1
n even
n > 1 odd

Fix(σA )
gR , gS
gS
gS

U)
Fix(σA
gR , gS 
gS ♦
gS 

Fix(σC )
gR , gS
gR , gS
gR , gS

(U1 ,U2 )

Fix(σC
gR , gS♣
gR , gS♣
gR , gS♣

)

It is then easily seen that the general solution of (3.40) is given by
U2−1 U 1 = µn+1 diag(λ, λ2 , . . . , λn , 1),

λ = ωl .

(3.42)

Any sLag on Y3 based on matrices (U1 , U2 ) that satisfies this equation for some l ∈ Z is
thus mapped to itself by gS and could possibly give rise to a non-trivial Chern-Simons
invariant on the corresponding quotient sLag.
As we did for A-type involutions, we can try to see if we can rotate the sLag corre(U ,U )
sponding to such a σC 1 2 to the basic one. However, this is not possible here, since, as
m , g −m ) ( ∀m ∈ Z
seen above, any rotation (gR
n+1 ) only maps a C-type sLag to itself.
R
To summarize. Wilson lines associated with permutations S and rotations R may
project non-trivially to the basic C-type sLag, which could thus inherit a non-trivial ChernSimons invariant from both these Wilson lines. The more general C-type sLags associated
(U ,U )
to σC 1 2 , on the other hand, are likewise sensitive to any Wilson lines associated to R, but
carry Wilson line projections corresponding to permutations S only when (3.42) is satisfied. Thus these general C-type sLags have to be checked for corresponding Chern-Simons
invariants as well (see table 1).
3.5

Chern-Simons invariants on Seifert fibered 3-manifolds

In the previous subsections, we have provided a classification of particular 3D submanifolds, sLags, that can be explicitly constructed in CICYs. We have also considered how
Wilson lines in a CICY project onto these sLags. The next step in computing the flux
superpotential due to Wilson lines is to compute the Chern-Simons invariants on the sLags
on which the Wilson lines project non-trivially. Therefore, in this subsection, we will give
some general mathematical results relevant to computing Chern-Simons invariants on a
large class of closed, compact, orientable 3D (sub)manifolds. As we will see, a class of 3D
manifolds very widely encountered are so-called Seifert fibred manifolds, or compositions
thereof.
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Table 1. In the table we summarize the cases encountered for the action of the generators gR and
gS of the symmetry group Γ = R × S ∼
= Zn+1 × Zn+1 on the A- and C-type sLags . In the first row
we label the sLags associated to their involutions. The entries indicate which generators map the
sLags non-trivially into themselves and hence could potentially induce non-trivial Chern-Simons
invariants. The symbol ♦ means that the corresponding sLag is mapped into Fix(σA ) by the action
of R if (3.33) is satisfied so that one does not have to study it separately for the Wilson lines of gS .
The symbol  indicates that the corresponding
sLag is either mapped to Fix(σA ) (and hence does
√
gR
not have to be studied separately) or to Fix(σA ) by the action of R (if (3.33) is satisfied). Which
of these two possibilities is realized depends on whether l in (3.33) is even or odd, respectively.
The superscript ♣ , finally, means that the generator gS maps the sLag into itself only if (3.42) is
satisfied.

We will apply the results presented here to treat our explicit examples in the next
section, and indeed expect them to be useful more generally. This section is a somewhat
technical summary of the mathematical literature, and the reader may wish to skip it on
the first read.

Seifert fibered manifolds. Seifert fibered manifolds are among the best understood 3D
manifolds, and their Chern-Simons invariants can be explicitly calculated using the results
of [40, 49]. Let us start with a definition of Seifert fibered manifolds (see e.g. [48, 50–52]
for some lectures on these spaces): A Seifert fibered manifold, QSf , is a 3D manifold that
is a union of pairwise disjoint circles (the fibers) such that the neighborhood of each circle
fiber is diffeomorphic to a, possibly fibered, solid torus.7 Equivalently, a Seifert fibered
manifold can be described as an S 1 fibration over a 2-dimensional orbifold base called the
orbit surface. The fibered solid torus and orbifold surface and the relation between them
are explained in figure 2.
A Seifert fibration is characterized by a so-called Seifert invariant, which is the collection of relevant topological data,
QSf = {O, o, g; b, (α1 , β1 ), . . . , (αs , βs )} .

(3.43)

Here, the symbol O denotes that the Seifert fibered manifold is orientable and the symbol
o denotes that the orbit surface is orientable,8 g is the genus of the orbit surface, b is
6

The connected sum of two 3-manifolds is formed by deleting a 3-ball from each, and gluing together
the resulting boundary 2-spheres.
7
In case QSf has boundaries, the boundary fibers are located on the boundary of a suitable fibered solid
torus.
8
We only consider orientable Seifert fibered manifolds and orbit surfaces in this paper, but this restriction
can easily be lifted.
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Decomposition theorems. We begin by discussing two important ways to simplify the
description of a 3-manifold, by decomposing it into more basic pieces [48].
The first is called a prime decomposition; every compact orientable 3-manifold M has
a unique decomposition along 2-spheres as a connected sum6 M = P1 ♯ . . . ♯Pn , where each
Pi is a prime manifold (i.e., the only way that Pi splits as a connected sum is the trivial
one Pi = Pi ♯S 3 ). Note that a prime manifold is either irreducible (every 2-sphere bounds
a ball) or diffeomorphic to S 2 × S 1 .
The second is called a torus decomposition; every irreducible compact orientable 3manifold M can be decomposed by cutting along incompressible 2-tori Ti (i.e., a torus
Ti such that the induced map π1 (Ti ) → π1 (M ) is injective), to give the union M =
X1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xn , where each Xi is either Seifert fibered or atoroidal (i.e., every incompressible
torus in Xi is isotopic to a torus component of ∂Xi ). Note that atoroidal 3-manifolds are
hyperbolic.
The sLags we encounter in our concrete CICY examples indeed simply turn out to be
Seifert fibered manifolds, or can be decomposed into Seifert fibered manifolds using a torus
decomposition.

3

2
3

1

1

2

3

3

1

1

2
3

1∼2∼3

1

Figure 2. Fibered solid tori in a Seifert fibration. On the left we show an ordinary solid torus, and
on the right a fibered solid torus. They are D×I with D being the unit disk in C and the ends of the
interval I identified, and fibered by the intervals {x} × I with x ∈ D. Defining the homeomorphism
ρ : D → D by ρ(x) = xe2πiq/p , we construct the fibered solid torus by identifying (x, 0) with
(ρ(x), 1). The integers p, q are co-prime, and are chosen to satisfy 0 ≤ q < p. The ordinary solid
torus has (p, q) = (1, 0) and the fibered solid torus depicted has (p, q) = (3, 1). The central fiber of
the fibered solid torus {0} × I is called the exceptional fiber. It covers the interval I, and intersects
the disk D, once. The other fibers are regular fibers. They cover the interval — and intersect the
disk D — a multiple p times before closing. Taking the quotient space of a Seifert fibered manifold
by identifying all circular fibers to a point results in a 2-dimensional orbifold B, with orbifold points
at the location of the exceptional fibers, as illustrated at the bottom of the figure.

called the section obstruction of the Seifert fibration9 which vanishes for manifolds with
non-empty boundary, s is the number of exceptional fibers, i.e. the number of orbifold
points in the base, and the pairs (αj , βj ) (with j = 1, . . . , s) describe the exceptional fibers.
For each exceptional fiber, the invariant (αj , βj ) is given in terms of the invariant (pj , qj ),
which describes the associated fibered solid torus as in figure 2, by αj = pj and
0 < β j < αj ,

βj qj ≡ 1 mod αj .

(3.44)

Note that one and the same Seifert fibered manifold might be describable in terms of
different Seifert invariants in case it admits several ways of splitting it into base and fibers.
9

More precisely the section obstruction refers to the circle bundle with no exceptional fibers, which is
obtained by drilling out the fibered solid tori of the Seifert fibered manifold and filling in with standard
solid tori; the resulting smooth fibration has global section iff b = 0. We refer to [51, 52] for more details.
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2

2

Finally, in order to describe Wilson lines and Chern-Simons invariants on Seifert fibered
manifolds, one needs to know their fundamental groups. A presentation of the fundamental
group of a Seifert fibration can be read off directly from the Seifert invariant, with the
generators and relations given by [51]:
π1 (QSf ) = hh, a1 , b1 , . . . , ag , bg , c0 , c1 , . . . , cs , d1 , . . . dm , h is central
Y
Y Y
α
c0 hb = cj j hβj =
[ai , bi ]
cj
dk = 1i ,

(3.45)

Chern-Simons invariants on Seifert fibered manifolds and their compositions.
We now summarize some known results for Chern-Simons invariants on closed Seifert
fibered manifolds, and closed manifolds that decompose into Seifert fibered manifolds with
boundary under a torus decomposition. The Chern-Simons invariant for all flat SU(2)
connections on all closed Seifert fibered spaces was computed in [49]. The Chern-Simons
invariant for a general class of flat SU(N ) bundles on any closed Seifert fibered 3-manifold
was computed in [40]. These results are stated in terms of irreducible and reducible flat connections (a reducible flat connection is one for which the subgroup H commuting with the
image of the homomorphism ρ : π1 (Qsf ) → G has continuous parameters, otherwise it is
irreducible10 ). Notice that the Wilson lines of interest to us are always reducible flat connections, because H should always contain the gauge group of the Standard Model. Moreover,
our Wilson lines always lie in a maximal torus of the gauge group G. The Chern-Simons
invariant for Abelian reducible SU(N ) connections with ρ : π1 (Qsf ) → SU(N ) given by
ρ(h) = exp 2πiY , ρ(cj ) = 1, on Seifert fibered 3-manifolds without boundaries is11 [40]
s

1
1X
CS(A, QSf ) = b trY 2 +
βj δj trY 2 mod Z
2
2

(3.46)

j=1

where Y is in the Lie algebra of a maximal torus of SU(N ) and δj ∈ Z is such that
αj δj − βj γj = 1 for some integers γj . It is immediate that for the 3-torus with b = 0 = s
this Chern-Simons invariant is zero (modulo integers), as we will use later.
In our examples, we will also encounter sLags that are not Seifert fibered manifolds,
but reduce to Seifert fibered manifolds with boundary under a torus decomposition. For
such more general manifolds, we may use the results of [53], where it was shown how to
10

A sufficient, but not necessary, condition for a connection ρ : π1 (QSf ) → G to be reducible is that ρ(h)
lies outside the center of G. In these cases, all elements of π1 (QSf ) must map to the Cartan subalgebra,
and H is at least U (1)r with r the rank of G.
11
This result follows from the expression given above Lemma 3.3 in [40]. Indeed, we need to relax the
condition applied in Lemma 3.3 that ρ(h) be a scalar matrix, as the Wilson lines encountered are typically
not scalar matrices.
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where i = 1, . . . , g, j = 1, . . . , s and k = 1, . . . , m, and m is the number of boundary
components of the 3-manifold. As a simple illustration, consider e.g. the 3-torus as a trivial
S 1 -bundle over the orbit surface T 2 , so that g = 1, b = 0 and s = 0, and hence eq. (3.45)
gives c0 = 1 and three commuting non-trivial generators h, a1 , b1 , i.e. the expected result
π1 (T 3 ) = Z3 .

We then define equivalence classes of Chern-Simons invariants on each Xi :
hn
oi
ai , bi ; e2πiCS(A,Xi )
,

(3.48)

where the square brackets indicate the orbit of SU(2), with the equivalence relation:
n
o n
o
ai , bi ; e2πiCS(A,Xi ) = ai + m, bi + n; e2πi(mbi −nai ) e2πiCS(A,Xi )
(3.49)

for m, n ∈ Z. Finally, the Chern-Simons invariant on M is defined as the inner product:
CS(A, M ) = hCS(A, X1 ), CS(A, X2 )i ,

(3.50)

which is simply given by the sum CS(A, X1 ) + CS(A, X2 ) after choosing gauge fixings that
are compatible with the gluing map, a1 = pa2 + qb2 , b1 = ra2 + sb2 .
3.6

The superpotential from Chern-Simons invariants

Before considering some explicit examples, let us here outline the full procedure for computing the superpotential due to Chern-Simons fluxes from Wilson lines.
1. Identify sLags in a given quotient CICY via its isometric anti-holomorphic involutions
of type A and C. If the discrete group is Γ = R × S with R and S cyclic groups
of odd order, then only the basic A-type sLag could inherit a Wilson line associated
only with S. For the C-type sLags, on the other hand, all can inherit Wilson lines
associated with R, and sometimes also associated with S. The case of even order
cyclic groups does not occur in our examples but a complete discussion on which
sLags are relevant or not is given in section 3.4.
12

Ref. [53] also considers cases when some components of the torus decomposition are not Seifert fibered
but hyperbolic manifolds.
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compute Chern-Simons invariants on 3-manifolds decomposed along tori.12 Indeed, for a
3-manifold M that decomposes into a union of Seifert fibered spaces, Xi , the Chern-Simons
invariant on M may be obtained by first computing the Chern-Simons invariants on the
pieces Xi , and then computing the effect of gluing the pieces together. Some extra care
is required because Chern-Simons invariants on manifolds with boundary are not gauge
invariant, even up to integers.
For example, consider M a closed 3-manifold decomposed along a torus T as M =
X1 ∪T X2 , and an SU(2) flat connection over it. The toroidal boundaries ∂Xi = Ti have
fundamental group π1 (Ti ) = hµi , λi i. The gluing together of X1 and X2 along their boundaries is described by a map between these generators: µ1 → pµ2 + qλ2 , λ1 → rµ2 + sλ2 ,
with ps−qr = 1. Meanwhile, the restriction of the Wilson lines on Xi , ρ : π1 (Xi ) → SU(2),
to Ti is given by:
!
!
0
e2πiai
0
e2πibi
ρ(λi ) =
.
(3.47)
ρ(µi ) =
0 e−2πibi
0 e−2πiai

2. Compute the intersection matrix for sLags on the quotient CICY. If the rank of the
intersection matrix equals the dimension of the third homology group, then the sLags
constitute a basis for the 3-cycles in the quotient CICY. In this case, we can write
the 3-cycle, Λ, Poincaré dual to the holomorphic 3-form, as
Λ=

4 X K
c QK ,
α′

(3.51)

K

′

W =−

α
4

Z

′

ω3Y ∧ Ω = −
Y3

α
4

Z

ω3Y = −
Λ

X

cK

K

Z

ω3Y = −
QK

X

cK CS(A, QK ) ,

K

(3.52)

3. Study the topology of the A-type and C-type sLags of the modded out CICY. For the
sLags on which the Wilson lines project, one then has to compute the Chern-Simons
invariants, and finally write down the explicit superpotential. For example, suppose
the Chern-Simons invariant is non-trivial only on the basic A-type sLag, and that
the A-type sLags are Lens spaces L(p, 1) (we will see below that this is the case for
the Z5 × Z5 quotient of the Fermat quintic). Then, using (2.16), we have for the
superpotential in the vacuum,
!
X k2
i
mod Z .
(3.53)
W = −c CS(A, QσA ) = c
2p
i

Should we wish W = 0 in the vacuum, due to any of the reasons mentioned in section 2,
we require the Chern-Simons flux on QσA to be vanishing (assuming a non-vanishing value
c), and this provides a constraint on the Wilson lines that can be introduced in any explicit
model. In the example above, the necessary and sufficient condition is that the Wilson
lines satisfy
X k2
i
= 0 mod Z .
(3.54)
2p
i

The same result would be a necessary condition for setting H = 0, even if the third
homology group were not spanned by sLags.
Note that although the Chern-Simons invariants are (fractionally) quantized, the coefficients cK may take on more general values. In principle, the vacuum expectation value of
W might thus be accidentally small leading to additional suppression of the gravitino mass
in the scenario discussed in [13]. It is not clear whether this is actually possible; it was
argued in [14] that moduli stabilization from Chern-Simons flux and gaugino condensation
generically leads to high-scale supersymmetry breaking.
13

R

C

φ=

R

C′

φ for C and C ′ in the same homology class and φ closed. In the vacuum, dω3Y = 0.
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in homology, where QK are the sLags, satisfying the specialness condition with various
calibration angles (so Λ is in general not sLag), and cK are constant coefficients that
depend on the complex structure moduli. Therefore, the background superpotential
is given by,13

4

Concrete examples

4.1

The four generation quintic quotient

The Fermat quintic, X 1,101 , is defined by the following hypersurface in CP 4 :
)
(
5
X
5
1,101
4
zi = 0 .
X
= z ∈ CP

(4.1)

i=1

The notation X 1,101 refers to the two non-trivial Hodge numbers (h1,1 , h1,2 ) = (1, 101).
The quintic has two freely acting order five symmetries, each isomorphic to Z5 , generated
respectively by:
gR : (z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 , z5 ) → (ωz1 , ω 2 z2 , ω 3 z3 , ω 4 z4 , z5 )
gS : (z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 , z5 ) → (z5 , z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 )

(4.2)

with ω = e2πi/5 . These are precisely the symmetry groups R and S discussed in section 3.4.
A four-generation model [22] can be constructed by compactifying on the quintic quotiented by Γ = R × S, to give non-trivial fundamental group π1 (Y3 ) = R × S ∼
= Z5 × Z5 .
The choice of vector bundle corresponding to the standard embedding breaks the E8 × E8
gauge group to E6 × E8 . Depending on the choice of Wilson lines, the E6 is broken further
to some extension of the Standard Model gauge group with chiral matter representations.
We will take just one of the two possible Wilson lines, associated with either R or S, to
be non-trivial. Using E6 ’s maximal subgroup SU(3)c × SU(3)L × SU(3)R , we can write the
Wilson line as the 27 × 27-matrix,
WLγ = (13 )c ⊗ diag(α, α, α−2 )L ⊗ diag(β, ρ, δ)R ,

(4.3)

with α5 = β 5 = ρ5 = δ 5 = 1 and βρδ = 1, which is the most general WLγ that commutes
with the SM gauge group. E.g. for β = ρ = α and δ = α−2 , the unbroken gauge group is
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)2 . The Hodge numbers of the quintic quotient, X 1,5 , are
(h1,1 , h1,2 ) = (1, 5).
The Fermat quintic has a number of isometric anti-holomorphic involutions, whose
actions are not free, and whose fixed points correspond to special Lagrangian submanifolds [54]. The involution σA : zi 7→ z̄i has as fixed points the real quintic
(
)
5
X
QσA = Fix(σA ) ∩ X 1,101 = RP 4 ∩ X 1,101 = x ∈ RP 4
x5i = 0 .
(4.4)
i=1
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In this section we will apply our strategy to compute the Chern-Simons flux superpotential
in explicit compactifications. Several of the steps are model dependent, in particular the
computations of the sLag intersection matrix and the sLag Chern-Simons invariants. We
therefore begin this programme by treating two concrete examples. Although not realistic, the four generation quintic quotient provides a simple first example to illustrate our
arguments. We will then progress to the three generation split-bicubic quotient, which has
a potentially realistic particle spectrum, corresponding to the MSSM, a hidden sector and
moduli.

One of the coordinates, say x5 , can always be expressed uniquely in terms of the other
coordinates which are completely unrestricted but just subject to the projective rescaling.
This means that QσA is topologically RP 3 ∼
= S 3 /Z2 (note that this is a Lens space and
hence also a Seifert fibered manifold). As discussed above we can construct many more
U = M ◦ σ where M = U −1 U , and U is a symmetry of
A-type involutions by considering σA
A
the defining polynomial of the quintic. Taking only diagonal matrices U , we get 54 = 625
non-trivial and distinct involutions of this type. The fixed point loci of these involutions
are given by
(4.5)
Q U = Fix(σ U ) ∩ X 1,101 = U −1 (Qσ ) ∼
= RP 3 .
A

A

By computing the intersection matrix, one can show that only 204 of the 625 sLags QσU
A
are distinct in homology, and that they span the homology group of the quintic X 1,101 [54]
(see appendix A).
Now let us consider the four-generation quintic quotient X 1,5 . The number of distinct
A-type sLags on the quotient X 1,5 can be computed to be 129 (see appendix A), and the
rank of the 129 × 129 dimensional intersection matrix is reduced to 12. This matches the
dimension of the third homology group for the quintic quotient, so that the sLags continue
to provide a basis for the 3-cycles, as expected. We have seen in subsection 3.4 that
the only A-type sLag one has to check for a non-trivial Wilson line, is the basic one (4.4).
Moreover, this basic A-type sLag can at most inherit Wilson lines, and hence Chern-Simons
invariants, from the permutation group S.
We can immediately write down the full Chern-Simons flux superpotential. Choosing to embed the Wilson line only in R, all the Chern-Simons invariants are trivial, and
therefore, the superpotential is also trivial. Embedding instead the Wilson line in S, the
only non-trivial Chern-Simons invariant is on the sLag QσA , which on the quotient is the
Lens space RP 3 /Z5 = S 3 /Z10 . Writing α = e2πi2k1 /10 , β = e2πi2k2 /10 , ρ = e2πi2k3 /10 and
δ = e2πi2k4 /10 (k1,2,3,4 = 0, . . . , 4) in (4.3), and using (2.16), the Chern-Simons invariant is
immediately given by
CS(A, QσA ) = −


9
6k12 + k22 + k32 + k42 mod Z ,
5

(4.6)

2
2
which reduces to CS(A, QσA ) = − 108
5 k1 mod Z for the SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)
model. The full superpotential from the visible sector Wilson lines in the vacuum is then
simply:




108 2
3 2
W =c
k mod Z = c
k mod Z
(4.7)
5 1
5 1

for c a (possibly) non-vanishing constant, depending on the choice of complex structure.
The mod Z can be interpreted as a possible integer H-flux contribution. There may also
be non-trivial contributions from hidden sector Wilson lines, which could e.g. be chosen
to ensure two or more condensing gauge sectors to help stabilize moduli. Of course, the
hidden Wilson lines project in the same way as the visible ones on each sLag, and they
only differ in their explicit values.
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σA

4.2

The three generation split-bicubic quotient

The split-bicubic CICY. It will be useful to have several pictures of the split-bicubic
in mind. The first is as a Schoen manifold, which is a fiber product of two rational elliptic
surfaces, B and B ′ , with a common base CP 1 ,
X 19,19 = B ×CP 1 B ′ = {(b, b′ ) ∈ B × B ′ | β(b) = β ′ (b′ )},

(4.8)

where
β : B → CP 1 ,

β ′ : B ′ → CP 1 ,

(4.9)

are the projections of B and B ′ on the common CP 1 -base. This can be represented by the
following pull back diagram
tt
π ttt
t
t
tt
ytt
B ❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
β ❏❏%

X 19,19
❑

CP 1

❑❑❑
❑❑π❑′
❑❑❑
❑%
B′
s
s
ss
sss′
s
s
ys β

so that the CY admits a fibration over CP 1 with generic fiber the product of two elliptic
curves. The rational elliptic surfaces B, B ′ are known as dP9 , due to their similarity to the
del Pezzo surfaces. Indeed, dP9 is a blow up14 of CP 2 at nine points to CP 1 and may be
represented by the configuration matrix
"
#
CP 1 1
.
(4.10)
CP 2 3
In other words, it can be written as the hypersurface

B = (t, ζ) ∈ CP 1 × CP 2 t1 f (ζ) − t2 g(ζ) = 0 ,

(4.11)

where ta (a = 1, 2) are homogeneous coordinates of CP 1 , ζj (j = 1, 2, 3) are homogeneous
coordinates of CP 2 , and f (ζ) and g(ζ) are cubic polynomials. The equation t1 f (ζ) −
14

A blow up of an n-dimensional complex manifold, M , at m points to CP 1 is diffeomorphic to the
connected sum M ♯m CP 2 , where CP 2 has opposite orientation to M [57]. So dP9 may also be considered
as the connected sum CP 2 ♯9 CP 2 .
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We now turn to a potentially realistic compactification, based on a quotient of the splitbicubic CY threefold [55, 56]. After introducing the CICY and its quotient we will follow
the same procedure as above, which is here somewhat more involved. We identify the Atype and C-type sLags, and study their topology, particularly in the quotient CICY. Then
we can compute the relevant Chern-Simons invariants by using the torus decomposition
into Seifert fibered manifolds, discussed in section 3.5. Finally, we compute the intersection
matrix for the sLags and show that we can generate the full third homology group. In this
way, we obtain the full Chern-Simons flux superpotential.

In other words,

where


X 19,19 = (t, ζ, η) ∈ CP 1 × CP 2 × CP 2 P1 (t, ζ) = P2 (t, η) = 0 ,
P1 (t, ζ) = t1 f (ζ) − t2 g(ζ),
P2 (t, η) = t1 ĝ(η) − t2 fˆ(η),

(4.13)

(4.14)

ηj (j = 1, 2, 3) are homogeneous coordinates for the second CP 2 factor, and f, g, fˆ, ĝ are
cubic polynomials. When specifying the polynomials, we have 19 degrees of freedom as the
Hodge number h1,2 = 19 indicates. Here we will make the same choice as in [58],
f (ζ) = ζ13 + ζ23 + ζ33 − a ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 ,
g(ζ) = −c ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 ,
3
ˆ
ĝ(η) = c η1 η2 η3 ,
f (η) = −η − η 3 − η 3 + b η1 η2 η3 .
1

2

3

(4.15)

This turns out to be the most general choice of polynomials for which the split-bicubic has
a freely acting discrete symmetry Γ = R × S with R, S both isomorphic to Z3 , with the
following generators15 [58]:
gR :

ζj → ω j ζj ,

ηj → ω −j ηj ,

gS :

ζj → ζj+1 ,

ηj → ηj+1 ,

ta → ta ,
ta → ta ,

(4.16)

where ω = e2πi/3 . The Hodge numbers of the quotient split-bicubic, X 3,3 = X 19,19 /Γ, are
(h1,1 , h2,1 ) = (3, 3). The coefficients a, b, c in (4.15) correspond, roughly speaking, to the
three complex structure moduli of X 3,3 . In order to analyze the equations explicitly, we
will take a = b = 0 and leave c = 1. The polynomials then satisfy f = −fˆ, g = −ĝ and

P1 (t, ζ) = t1 f (ζ) − t2 g(ζ) = t1 ζ13 + ζ23 + ζ33 + t2 ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 ,

P2 (t, η) = t2 f (η) − t1 g(η) = t2 η13 + η23 + η33 + t1 η1 η2 η3 .

(4.17)

Note that since dP1 ∧ dP2 does not vanish in this case, the resulting manifold is diffeomorphic to all smooth split-bicubic CICYs. Putting all three parameters to zero would also be
an attractive choice, but corresponds to a singular limit of X 3,3 . A heterotic MSSM with
15

Another, equivalent, choice is made in [56, 59].
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t2 g(ζ) = 0 can be solved uniquely for ta in terms of ζj , except for those nine points of CP 2
where f (ζ) = 0 = g(ζ). At those nine points of CP 2 the ta are unrestricted and hence
parameterize an entire CP 1 .
As there is a similar description for B ′ , the elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau can also be
described as a CICY with the configuration matrix:


CP 1 1 1


(4.12)
 CP 2 3 0  .
2
CP 0 3

As the results on Chern-Simons invariants are usually given in terms of SU(N ) flat connections, it is useful to note that the above Wilson lines embed into an SU(5) ⊂ U(5) ⊂ SO(10)
subgroup of the SO(10) GUT group.
Having set up the compactification, we are ready to compute the Wilson line contribution to the superpotential. The split-bicubic X 3,3 has both A-type and C-type sLags.
We now turn our attention to studying these sLags in the smooth split-bicubic quotient
and computing their Chern-Simons invariants.
The C-type sLags. Let us first consider the C-type sLags. The basic C-type sLag is
obtained from the isometric anti-holomorphic involution:
σC :

ζj → η̄j ,

ηj → ζ̄j ,

t1 → t̄2 ,

t2 → t̄1 .

(4.19)

Further C-type sLags can be identified by considering involutions (M, M
we will consider are:
(M, M

−1

) ◦ σC :

ζj → ω lj η̄j ,

ηj → ω lj ζ̄j ,

t1 → t̄2 ,

−1

)◦σC , and those

t2 → t̄1 ,

(4.20)

where l1 + l2 + l3 = 0 mod 3. Together, these give three distinct C-type sLags on X 19,19 .
In order to understand the topology of the C-type sLags, it is enough to consider the
basic one. The sLag QσC can be described by the equations
0 = t1 f (ζ) − t̄1 g(ζ)

and

t1 = t̄2

(4.21)

in CP 1 × CP 2 . Notice that on the sLag t1 = t̄2 6= 0, so this equation reduces as a
hypersurface in CP 2 to:
t̄1
0 = f (ζ) − g(ζ) ,
(4.22)
t1


which corresponds to the configuration matrix CP 2 3 describing a smooth CY 1-fold,
that is, a 2-torus. The total sLag is then a fibration over RP 1 (t1 = t̄2 in CP 1 ), with
smooth fibers T2 . As the monodromy of this torus bundle is clearly trivial, the resulting
3-manifold is simply a 3-torus. All C-type sLags are diffeomorphic to the basic C-type
sLag and hence they are also all 3-tori.
The free action of a cyclic group on a 3-torus corresponds to trivial or free actions along
each of the S 1 factors, so that the quotient is again a 3-torus. As explained in section 3.5,
the Chern-Simons contributions from discrete Wilson lines on a 3-torus vanish. Hence the
C-type sLags do not contribute to the superpotential for X 3,3 .
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no exotics (beyond hidden sectors and moduli) can be obtained from a compactification
on X 3,3 . To this end, one introduces an SU(4) holomorphic stable vector bundle, and the
following Wilson lines, which embed the Z3 × Z3 fundamental group into the SO(10) GUT
gauge group using the 10 representation of SO(10) [2, 7, 56]:


12
!


e4πi/3 15
e4πi/3 13


and
WL
=
WLγ1 =
 . (4.18)

γ
2
2πi/3


12
e
15
e2πi/3 13

A-type sLags on the covering CICY. Next we consider the A-type sLags, whose
basic isometric anti-holomorphic involution is:
σA :

ζj → ζ̄j ,

ηj → η̄j ,

ta → t̄a .

(4.23)

Further sLags can be identified from the involutions M ◦ σA , which we take to be:
M ◦ σA : ζj → ω lj ζ̄j ,

ηj → ω mj η̄j ,

ta → t̄a ,

(4.24)

in RP 1 × RP 2 × RP 2 , with ra , xj and yj being the homogeneous coordinates on RP 1 , RP 2
and RP 2 respectively. In analogy with the split-bicubic itself, our real 3-manifold can then
be described as a fiber product,
QσA
④
π ④④
④④
④
}④
④
N❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
β ❉!

RP 1

❉❉
❉❉π′
❉❉
❉❉
"

N′

②
②②
②②
②
|②② β ′

(4.26)
where the map π (π ′ ) forgets the yi (xi ) coordinates, and the map β (β ′ ) forgets the xi (yi )
coordinates.
In order to understand the topology of QσA , we start by characterizing the topology of
the 2-manifolds N and N ′ , in analogy to the rational elliptic surface dP9 . N is described
as the hypersurface

N = (r, x) ∈ RP 1 × RP 2 r1 f (x) − r2 g(x) = 0 ,
(4.27)
and similarly for N ′ . The smooth surface N can be viewed16 as a singular fibration over
RP 1 (parameterized by ra ) where the fibers are given by the following cubic equation
in RP 2 :
r1 (x31 + x32 + x33 ) + r2 x1 x2 x3 = 0 .
(4.28)

This well-known plane cubic curve can immediately be understood with some plots, see
figure 3. The generic smooth fibers are a single RP 1 for r1 /r2 > 0 and r1 /r2 < −1/3, or a
16

Just as for the complex case (see the discussion below eq. (4.12)), the manifold N can also be viewed
as the blowup of RP 2 at three points (where f (x) = g(x) = 0) to RP 1 . This is topologically equivalent
to the connected sum of four RP 2 ’s, i.e. a 2-sphere with four crosscaps. The Euler characteristic for this
blowup is given by χ(N ) = χ(RP 2 ) − 3 χ(point) + 3 χ(RP 1 ) = 1 − 3 + 0 = −2.
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where lj , mj ∈ {0, 1, 2}, and l1 + l2 + l3 = m1 + m2 + m3 = 0 mod 3. This gives only nine
A-type sLags in total.
The basic A-type sLag can be described as the complete intersection,

0 = r1 f (x) − r2 g(x) = r1 x31 + x32 + x33 + r2 x1 x2 x3

(4.25)
0 = r2 f (y) − r1 g(y) = r2 y13 + y23 + y33 + r1 y1 y2 y3

-10

-1

-1/3

-1/5

-1/10

0

1/3

1

r1/r2

x1 = 0

x2 = 0

(0, 0, 1)
S ∼
= Z3 quotient
S ∼
= Z3
(1, 0, 0)

(0, 1, 0)
x3 = 0
(1, 0, 0) ≃ (0, 1, 0) ≃ (0, 0, 1)

Figure 4. A singular fiber in the A-type sLag and its quotient, solution to the plane cubic curve
(4.28) at r1 = 0. Before modding out by S ∼
= Z3 , it is a connected union of three RP 1 ’s,
each two of which intersect at a point. The Euler characteristic of this curve is then given by
χ(3 intersecting RP 1 ’s) = 3 χ(RP 1 ) − 3 χ(point) = −3 or χ(3 intersecting RP 1 ’s) = b0 − b1 =
1 − 4 = −3. Modding out by the permutation symmetry S, leads to a figure of eight, with Euler
characteristic χ(figure of eight) = 2χ(RP 1 ) − χ(point) = −1.

disjoint union of two RP 1 ’s for −1/3 < r1 /r2 < 0.17 There are also, however, two singular
fibers: For r1 /r2 = −1/3, the equation for the fiber is solved both by the RP 1 described
by x1 = −x2 − x3 , and the point x1 = x2 = x3 ; for r1 = 0 it gives a connected union of
three RP 1 ’s with three singular points. It is then straightforward to verify that the surface
N has Euler characteristic (see figure 4)
χ(N ) = χ(point) × χ(point) + χ(point) × χ(3 intersecting RP 1 ’s) = 1 − 3 = −2 ,
and similarly for N ′ .
Building on these results, we can describe the A-type sLag. First of all, we have
just seen from (4.26) that it is the fiber product N ×RP 1 N ′ , i.e. a singular fibration
Indeed, it follows from a classic theorem due to Harnack [60] that a smooth cubic in RP 2 has up to
two connected components, each circles, exactly one of which must correspond to the non-zero element of
H1 (RP 2 , Z) ∼
= Z2 .
17
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Figure 3. Solutions to the cubic equation (4.28) in RP 2 , treating r1 /r2 as a parameter. In the
figure, we have used affine coordinates with x3 scaled to unity and plotted x2 against x1 . The
complement, x3 = 0, defines an RP 1 which, in the chosen affine coordinates, sits at infinity. In this
way we find apparantly non-compact curves, but the curves that seem noncompact are connected
at infinity due to the antipodal identification on the RP 1 defined by x3 = 0. We see that for all
r1 /r2 6= 0 and r1 /r2 6= −1/3 we find either a single curve which is topologically RP 1 ∼
= S 1 or a
disjoint union of two such curves. For r1 /r2 = 0, the eq. (4.28) reduces to x1 x2 x3 = 0, whose
solution is three intersecting RP 1 ’s. In this case the plot is not complete since the entire RP 1 at
infinity, corresponding to x3 = 0, is also a solution but not shown. Finally, for r1 /r2 = −1/3, the
solution is a disjoint union of RP 1 and a single point.

y

x

−∞

−3

− 13

0

r1 /r2
∞

.

over RP 1 , where the fibers are products of two plane cubic curves described above (see
eq. (4.28)). In fact, for any ratio r1 /r2 at least one of the two plane cubic curve fibers is
always a single smooth RP 1 (see figure 5). By cutting up QσA at two places in the RP 1
base where both fibers are locally smooth RP 1 ’s, say at r1 = ±r2 , the manifold QσA can be
decomposed into two diffeomorphic pieces (see figure 5). We denote the piece corresponding
to r := r1 /r2 ∈ [−1, 1] by Q̃σA , i.e.

Q̃σA = (r, x, y) ∈ [−1, 1] × RP 2 × RP 2 rf (x) − g(x) = 0 = f (y) − rg(y) .
(4.29)

Since the fibers above r = ±1 are 2-tori, the above cutting operation is an example of a
torus decomposition, which we discussed in section 3.5. The map π̃ : Q̃σA → Ñ , where
π̃(r, x, y) = (r, x) and

(4.30)
Ñ = (r, x) ∈ [−1, 1] × RP 2 rf (x) − g(x) = 0 ,
defines an S 1 -bundle over Ñ since π̃ projects out smooth S 1 fibers (see figure 5),

π̃ −1 (r, x) = y ∈ RP 2 f (y) − rg(y) = 0 ∼
= RP 1 ∼
= S1.

(4.31)

This is a trivial Seifert fibration (i.e. S 1 -bundle over a smooth surface, Ñ ), where the base
Ñ has two circular boundaries.

A-type sLags on the quotient. Up to now, we have identified the A-type sLags in the
simply connected split-bicubic, X 19,19 , together with their topological structure. Next we
have to understand how the sLags are modified when we mod out X 19,19 by the discrete
symmetry Γ = S × R to obtain X 3,3 . The only A-type sLag on X 3,3 that can inherit a
Wilson line is the basic one, which may only inherit a Wilson line associated with S. In
the covering space X 19,19 , the permutation group does not act on the base RP 1 of the
sLag QσA . Therefore, the quotient sLag QσA /S ∼
= QσA /Z3 can still be described as a
1
fibration over RP with the fibers being a product of two plane cubic curves (4.28) subject
to identifications. Let us consider the action of S on these plane cubic curves. We first
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Figure 5. The A-type sLag QσA as fiber product. The cubic curves in the RP 2 factor parameterized
by xj ’s fibered over RP 1 parameterized by ra ’s give a smooth surface, N ∼
= ♯4 RP 2 . The same is
2
1
true of the cubic curves in RP parameterized by yj ’s fibered over RP . Alternatively, by cutting
up the manifold into two pieces at r1 = ±r2 , we obtain two diffeomorphic S 1 -bundles over the
bounded base Ñ indicated by the shaded area in the figure.

note that S is a symmetry of the defining polynomial (4.28) so that for a fixed r = r1 /r2
each plane cubic curve is mapped to itself by S. Moreover the only fixed point of S in the
ambient RP 2 is x1 = x2 = x3 . We now examine how the permutation group S acts on the
four topologically different types of plane cubic curve (see figure 3). Referring to (4.28):
• For r = −1/3, the plane cubic curve is topologically a disjoint union of a circle and
the point x1 = x2 = x3 . The permutation S acts freely on the circle component which
thus stays topologically a circle after modding out by S and the point component is
a fixed point.

• For r = 0, the plane cubic curve consists of three intersecting circles as depicted in
figure 4. Each circle is given by the vanishing of one of the coordinates, and hence
the permutation action maps the circles onto one another. Moreover on each circle
there are two distinguished points that map into each other, namely the intersection
points of that circle with the other two. The quotient topology is then easily verified
to be the so-called figure of eight.
• For r ∈ (−1/3, 0), the plane cubic curve consists of two disjoint circles. The permutation group S acts freely within each circle component. This can be seen as
follows, one of the two circles has all xj with the same sign (the smaller circle in the
corresponding diagrams of figure 3) while the xj in the other circle do not have the
same sign.
As S acts trivially on the base RP 1 parameterized by ra , we can now perform essentially
the same torus decomposition as for the unquotiented sLag, namely cut QσA /Z3 along
toroidal boundaries located at r1 = ±r2 . Each of the two resulting components is now
diffeomorphic to Q̃σA /Z3 . Before we mod out by S, Q̃σA is a S 1 -bundle over the smooth
base Ñ . The permutation group S ∼
= Z3 acts freely within each S 1 -fiber so that the quotient
Q̃σA /Z3 is also an S 1 -bundle, but over the base manifold Ñ /Z3 . As explained above, Ñ
has precisely one fixed point located at (r, x1 , x2 , x3 ) = (−1/3, 1, 1, 1). Increasing r from
r = −1/3 to r = −1/3 + ǫ, the isolated fixed point grows into a circle (see figure 5) so
that the coordinates r and x locally parameterize a disk neighbourhood of the fixed point.
The permutation group S ∼
= Z3 acts on this disk neighbourhood by rotating the disk about
the fixed point in its center. It is therefore clear that Ñ /Z3 has an orbifold singularity of
order three at the center of the disk whereas everywhere else the quotient Ñ /Z3 is smooth.
Thus the space Q̃σA /Z3 is now a non-trivial Seifert fibration with one exceptional fiber,
see figure 7. The manifold has Seifert invariant (cf. (3.43)):
Q̃σA /Z3 = (O, o, 0; 0, (3, 1)) ,

(4.32)

where we have used that the underlying topology of the orbit surface is a cylinder (see
figure 6) and recalled that the section obstruction b is trivial on manifolds with boundary.
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• For r ∈
/ [−1/3, 0], the plane cubic curve is topologically a single circle which is mapped
freely to itself by S. Again, the quotient curve remains a circle.

Figure 6. The base Ñ /Z3 of the quotient sLag QσA /Z3 after torus decomposition.

2

x

2
3

y

1

r1 /r2 = −1/3 + ǫ

Figure 7. The exceptional fiber in the Seifert fibration of the quotient Q̃σA /Z3 . The exceptional
fiber lies above the fixed point of the Z3 action in the orbit surface B̃. The figure shows the
structure close to an exceptional fiber as follows. We consider a disk neighbourhood of the orbifold
point (r̃, x̃1 /x̃3 , x̃2 /x̃3 ) = (−1/3, 1, 1) in the base surface. The disk forms the base of a fibered solid
2
torus, which is the product Dr̃,x̃
× Iỹ with the ends of the interval Iỹ identified after twisting by
an angle of 2π/3. The center of the disc {0} lifts to the core circle of the solid torus, and points
2
in Dr,x
− {0} lift to fibers that wrap 3 times around the core in the longitudinal direction and 1
times in the meridianal direction. An example of a fiber is shown in blue, the three line segments
are joint together as indicated when the endcaps of the cylinder are glued together. Thus the data
describing the exceptional fiber is (p, q) = (3, 1) or (α, β) = (3, 1) .

Wilson lines on the A-type sLags and their Chern-Simons invariants. Given
the Seifert invariant, one can immediately write down a presentation of the fundamental
group (cf. (3.45)):
π1 (Q̃σA /Z3 ) = hh, c0 , c1 , d1 , d2 h is central, c0 = c31 h = c0 c1 d1 d2 = 1i .
This fundamental group is infinite and non-Abelian.
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3
1

This particular fundamental group together with the appropriate gluing condition to
compose QσA /Z3 = Q̃σA /Z3 ∪ Q̃σA /Z3 , does not allow one to define a Z3 Wilson line
consistently on the entire sLag QσA /Z3 . This is explained in appendix B. We can therefore
conclude that the corresponding Chern-Simons invariant vanishes
CS(A, QσA /Z3 ) = 0 ,

(4.34)

WCS = 0 .

(4.35)

In contrast to the quintic, one therefore cannot introduce fractional terms in the flux superpotential coming from the visible or hidden sector Wilson lines. On one hand the consistency of the leading order 10D supersymmetric CY compactification is clear, and on the
other hand Chern-Simons fluxes from Wilson lines cannot help with moduli stabilization.

5

Conclusions

Discrete Wilson lines are a key ingredient in heterotic Standard Model constructions based
on Calabi-Yau compactifications.19
They are introduced to break grand unified gauge groups down to the standard model
whilst maintaining supersymmetry and the control that this provides. However, they can
sometimes induce a non-trivial fractional H-flux via their Chern-Simons contributions,
18

Note that this does not imply that all the A-type and C-type sLags are homologically equivalent, but
only that the number of linearly independent homology elements covered by the cycles is at least zero.
19
See [61] for some Standard Model like constructions without Wilson lines on simply-connected CalabiYaus.
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A basis for the third homology group and the flux superpotential. Finally, we
should check whether or not we span the basis for the third homology group, as required to
obtain all the Wilson line contributions to the Chern-Simons flux superpotential. This is
described in more detail in the appendix A.2. The rank of the A- and C-type intersection
matrix can be computed to be zero for the smooth split-bicubic.18 However, the singular
split-bicubic, with complex structure parameters a = b = c = 0 has additional A-type
and C-type sLags, due to its larger set of isometric anti-holomorphic involutions. Starting
from this singular limit — and deferring certain subtleties in the intersection theory in
that limit — we can obtain a set of deformed sLags, which complete a basis for the third
homology group of the smooth quotient split-bicubic. We have to consider the Wilson lines
and Chern-Simons invariants for these deformed sLags which complete the basis. Whether
or not Wilson lines wrap the cycles can be inferred from the singular limit, where it is clear
from section 3.4 that Wilson lines can project non-trivially on the basic A-type sLag and
C-type sLags. All the C-type sLags in the singular limit of the split-bicubic are smooth,
and they are topologically 3-tori. Hence, like the basic C-type sLag, their Chern-Simons
invariants are zero. Recalling that the basic A-type sLag also has a vanishing Chern-Simons
invariant, we therefore conclude that all the Chern-Simons invariants vanish and we can
write down the full Wilson line contribution to the Chern-Simons flux superpotential,
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which may affect the internal self-consistency of the assumed string background and could
lead to possibly unintended phenomenological consequences such as high-scale supersymmetry breaking. Since, for a given Wilson line, the presence or absence of fractional H-flux
is not a choice, it is important to develop methods for its computation.
We analysed this problem for complete intersection Calabi-Yau manifolds that admit
freely acting symmetry groups of discrete rotations, R, and cyclic permutations, S. We used
the well understood special Lagrangian submanifolds based on isometric anti-holomorphic
involutions as explicit representatives for the 3-cycles of the third homology group. If
they span a basis for the third homology group, the full background superpotenial from
Chern-Simons flux can be expressed in terms of Chern-Simons invariants on these submanifolds. The special Lagrangian submanifolds come in two types, the A-type associated
with complex conjugation of the coordinates in the ambient projective spaces, and the Ctype associated with complex conjugation and exchange of coordinates between any two of
the ambient projective spaces of equal dimension. In a systematic analysis we determined
which sLags could potentially inherit non-trivial Wilson lines from the Calabi-Yau space.
This first step is model independent.
The actual value of the Chern-Simons invariant depends both on the topology of the
submanifold and the choice of Wilson line, but it is computable on a model-by-model basis.
As an illustration we carried out this computation for two explicit complete intersection
Calabi-Yaus, namely for the quintic and the split-bicubic. The 3-dimensional spaces we
encountered in these models are Seifert fibered 3-manifolds or composition thereof. For
Wilson lines in such spaces we can compute the Chern-Simons invariants by applying
results from the mathematics literature.
For the quintic modded out by Z5 ×Z5 , we were able to obtain an expression for the full
superpotential induced by Wilson lines. The result depends on whether we choose to embed
the Wilson line in the R or S factor of the Calabi-Yau fundamental group. Notice that the
low energy particle spectrum and couplings are independent of this choice. Choosing an Rtype Wilson line, all Chern-Simons invariants and the superpotential are vanishing in this
model. In this way, we can ensure a consistent leading order supersymmetric Calabi-Yau
10D compactification. Choosing an S-type Wilson line, by contrast, there is a non-vanishing
Chern-Simons invariant and superpotential, which might be used for moduli stabilization,
but may also introduces subtleties regarding the self-consistency of the string background.
We then progressed to the potentially realistic three generation quotient split-bicubic
with two discrete Wilson lines. The special Lagrangian submanifolds we found for the
smooth quotient split-bicubic do not generate the full third homology group, but by starting
from a more symmetric singular limit, we potentially identified deformed sLags that do
span a basis. Contrary to the quintic case we found that the Wilson lines do not generate
any H-flux and therefore do not contribute to the flux superpotential. This is completely
independent of the choice of Wilson lines and is due solely to the topological properties of
the three dimensional submanifolds in the split-bicubic. This is a very interesting result,
since it supports the self-consistency of the models constructed on the split-bicubic, but it
also means that moduli stabilization must be achieved by some mechanism different to the
one proposed in [13], see e.g. [10, 11, 14, 62, 63].

Our work leaves several important open questions. The consistency of incorporating
Chern-Simons flux into supersymmetric Calabi-Yau compactifications with gaugino condensation has not yet been established. In any case, ultimately, it would be necessary
to compute the Chern-Simons flux (and its superpotential) from Wilson lines in any explicit Calabi-Yau compactification. Our procedure should be applicable to a wide range
of models, but there are also some model dependent steps. It would be invaluable to develop methods to implement these within computerized scans like [47]. Finally, it would be
important to check for global worldsheet anomalies due to Wilson lines in explicit models.
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A

The intersection matrix for sLags

In this appendix we give details on how the intersection matrices of sLags are calculated.
A more detailed discussion is presented in [54, 64, 65].
A.1

The quintic

For the quintic we use the simplest polynomial (4.1)
5
X

zi5 = 0,

(A.1)

i=0

where zi ∈ CP 4 . From the definitions of involutions presented in section 3.3 we notice
that the only possible involutions we can consider are of A-type. We will limit ourselves
to A-type sLags defined as the simultaneous solutions of (A.1) and
zi = ω li z̄i ,
where ω = e2πi/5 and li ∈ Z5 . The topology of the sLags is well known to be RP 3 .
The intersection number of two sLags is given by the Euler number of the intersection
subspace [54, 64]. For instance in the quintic, the subspace is given by the solution to
zi = ω li z̄i ,

zi = ω ki z̄i ,

together with the quintic equation, (A.1). The dimension of the intersection is
3 − n,
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where only non-trivial terms are included in the product [54, 64, 65]. In summary if n is odd
then the intersection number is equal to ±1, where the sign is determined by the orientation.
If n is even, then either the intersection is the sLag itself or a curve, topologically a circle.
In both cases the intersection number vanishes.
It is convenient to introduce the notation
hk1 k2 k3 k4 k5 |l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 i,
to denote the intersection matrix. From the above example we see that
h00001|00000i = −1.
The orientation formula, together with the fact that intersection numbers with n even
vanish, ensures that the intersection matrix is anti-symmetric.
The sLags defined by the rotation angles li are not all independent. By employing the
scaling symmetry zi 7→ eπiλ/5 zi we effectively transform the li ’s by the formula li 7→ li + λ
for λ ∈ Z5 . We have only used the scaling symmetry to make this transformation and so
the two sLags have to be the same. We therefore define an equivalence class
[li ] ≡ {li ∼ li + λ, ∀λ ∈ Z5 }.
We calculate the intersection number of two equivalence classes simply by summing the
intersection numbers of all elements in the classes
X
hk1 k2 k3 k4 k5 |l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 i.
h[ki ]|[li ]i ≡
ki ∈[ki ],li ∈[li ]

This does not give the actual numerical value for the intersection number, but the whole
intersection matrix is scaled by a common factor which of course does not affect its rank. We
also want to compute the intersection matrix of a CICY which is modded out by a discrete
group. This modding out is taken care of in the same way as for the scaling symmetries.
The equivalence classes of sLags are enlarged by the discrete symmetry. For example in the
quintic we mod out by Z5 generated by the cyclic permutation zi 7→ zi+1 which translates
to a permutation of the li ’s, p : li 7→ li−1 . We then define a new equivalence class
[li ]Z5 ≡ {li ∼ li + λ, li ∼ pκ (l)i = li−κ , ∀λ, κ ∈ Z5 },
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where n is the number of li 6= ki . For example if li = ki for all i, the intersection is simply
the sLag itself which is three dimensional. If k5 = 1 and all other ki ’s and li ’s are zero
then z1 simultaneously has to satisfy z5 = z̄5 and z5 = ωz̄5 which implies that z5 = 0. We
therefore lose one degree of freedom and the intersection is a surface, as is consistent with
n = 1. The Euler number of the surface is 1, because surface intersections of a pair of
manifolds, each diffeomorphic to RP 3 , is topologically a RP 2 . This can also be noted from
the fact that the intersection is a single solution of a real equation in RP 3 . The intersection
number in this case is −1, where the sign is due to an orientation between the sLags. The
orientation can be calculated from
Y
2π(li − ki )
sgn
sin
,
5

Intersection
point
curve
surface

A·A
1
0
-2

A·C
1
0
0

C·C
0
0
0

Table 2. The intersection numbers for intersections of A- and C-type sLags in the split bicubic,
given by the Euler characteristic of the intersection loci.

ki ∈[ki ]Z5 ,li ∈[li ]Z5

Using this procedure we find that the rank of the intersection matrix precisely matches
the dimension of the third homology group of the quintic and the modded out quintic.
A.2

The split-bicubic

For the split-bicubic a similar procedure to that used for the quintic holds. We identify
sLags using isometric antiholomorphic involutions of the CICY. Then, using the description
of these sLags as complete intersections, we can easily compute their intersection loci, the
corresponding Euler characteristics and hence the intersection numbers. Taking care of the
orientations and the scaling symmetry as done for the quintic, we can then compute the
rank of the intersection matrix. We will, however, encounter one additional complication,
which is that we must pass through a singular limit of the split-bicubic in order to find
sufficient 3-cycles to span a basis of the third homology group.
Ensuring first a choice of complex structure parameters that give a smooth CY (a =
b = 0, c 6= 0), we take:
P1 (t, ζ) = t1 (ζ13 + ζ23 + ζ33 ) + c t2 ζ1 ζ2 ζ3 ,
P2 (t, η) = t2 (η13 + η23 + η33 ) + c t1 η1 η2 η3 .

(A.2)

As discussed in the main text, this smooth split bicubic has 9 A-type sLags and 3
C-type sLags, described respectively by (k1 , k2 , k3 ) with k1 + k2 + k3 = 0 mod 3 and
(k1 , k2 , k3 , l1 , l2 , l3 ) with k1 + k2 + k3 = l1 + l2 + l3 mod 3 = 0 mod 3, where we have taken
c = ǫ real. Notice that, as we will discuss further below, more sLags could be obtained by
taking the singular CY with a = b = c = 0, indeed it is then easy to identify 81 A-type
sLags and 9 C-type sLag. Also, different sets of 9 A-type and 3 C-type sLags can be obtained by choosing different smooth choices for c, c = ǫω n with ω = e2πi/3 and n = 0, 1, 2.
These are labelled by (k1 , k2 , k3 ) with k1 + k2 + k3 = 2n mod 3 and (k1 , k2 , k3 , l1 , l2 , l3 )
with k1 + k2 + k3 = l1 + l2 + l3 mod 3 = 2n mod 3. The equations describing these sLags
as complete intersections in RP 1 × RP 2 × RP 2 are identical for all A-type sLags and all
C-type sLags.
In 2 we present the intersection numbers for all A- and C-type sLags in the unmodded
smooth split-bicubic, given by the Euler characteristic of the intersection loci. The only
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and again the intersection number of equivalence classes is defined by the sum
X
hk1 k2 k3 k4 k5 |l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 i.
h[ki ]Z5 |[li ]Z5 i ≡

non-trivial entry in table 2 is the surface intersection of two A-type sLags, so let us explain
how this can be obtained. An A-type sLag is given by the solution of
ζi = ω li ζ̄i ,

ηi = ω ki η̄i ,

ti = t̄i ,

0 = r1 (x32 + x33 ) = r2 (y13 + y23 + y33 ) + r1 y1 y2 y3 ,
where r, (x2 , x3 ) ∈ RP 1 and y ∈ RP 2 . As indicated in the table 2, this surface has
Euler characteristic −2. We can see this by the fact that for r1 6= 0 the first equation
simply has a point solution x2 = −x3 , the second equation, has a solution space which is
topologically a RP 1 ∼
= S 1 except for r2 = 0 and r1 = −3r2 . For r2 = 0 the solution space
is three intersecting RP 1 ’s and for r1 = −3r2 the solution space is a point and a RP 1 .
The total Euler characteristic of the surface is determined only by these contributions, i.e.
χ = −3 + 1 = −2 where −3 is the Euler characteristic of the three intersecting RP 1 ’s.
Computing finally the intersection matrix, it turns out to be the zero matrix. A similar
computation can be carried out for the modded out split bicubic but of course the rank of
the intersection matrix in all cases turns out to vanish. Note that this does not imply that
all the A-type and C-type sLags are homologically equivalent, but only that the number
of linearly independent homology elements covered by the cycles is at least zero.
We can, deferring certain subtleties to be stated below, identify a set of deformed sLags
which do span a basis for the third homology group of the smooth split-bicubic. We do so
by considering first the singular split-bicubic, taking a = b = c = 0:
P1 (t, ζ) = t1 (ζ13 + ζ23 + ζ33 ) ,
P2 (t, η) = t2 (η13 + η23 + η33 ) .

(A.3)

We can fill out an intersection matrix for this CICY as follows.20 First note that it is easy
to write down equations describing all 81 A-type sLags and 9 C-type sLags, as well as
identify point, curve and surface intersections as described above. Note that the sLags and
the surface intersections are singular, but also that each intersection of a given dimension is
described by the same equation. Next, observe that 9 out of the 81 A-type sLags and 3 out
of the 9 C-type sLags persist as sLags when we deform to a smooth CICY, taking c from
0 to ǫ. In going to this smooth limit, we can use the result that the intersection number
20

An essential notion in intersection theory is to be able to move cycles using equivalence relations (in our
case homological equivalence) to ensure that they are in a generic position, whereby the intersection product
of two subvarieties consists of their set-theoretic intersection. For singular spaces, this may not always be
possible. We will proceed by assuming that the cycles considered are in sufficiently generic positions.
Proving that this is so, however, is a difficult mathematical question beyond the scope of this work.
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together with the defining polynomials (A.2). For two such sLags, a simultaneous solution
is a surface when only one of the angles ki and li are different. Let us then consider the
basic A-type sLag with ki = li = 0 intersecting with the sLag defined by k1 = 1 and other
k’s and l’s vanishing. We find that the intersection locus is defined by ζ1 = 0 and ζ2 , ζ3 , ηi
and ti real. We can denote ζi = xi , ηj = yj and ti = ri to distinguish from the complex
coordinates on the ambient space. The intersection surface satisfies the equations

B

Chern-Simons invariant on the basic A-type sLag of the split-bicubic

In this appendix we compute the Chern-Simons invariant of the sLag QσA /S ∼
= QσA /Z3 in
3,3
the quotient split-bicubic, X . To do so, we first have to understand how the Wilson line
associated with the symmetry group S ∼
= Z3 , which is a homomorphism ρ : π1 (X 3,3 ) →
SO(10), is compatible with the fundamental group π1 (QσA /Z3 ) of the sLag. In fact, we
will show that the Wilson line associated with S on X 3,3 cannot project to a Wilson line
on the sLag QσA /Z3 .
The strategy is to check whether the fundamental group of the manifold QσA /Z3 admits
a homomorphism ρ : π1 (QσA /Z3 ) → SO(10) whose image can be written as (4.18). We
(I)
start by recalling that the sLag has been cut into two pieces, Q̃σA /Z3 with I = 1, 2, as
in figure 5. Each piece is a Seifert fibered manifold with boundary and their fundamental
group is given by (4.33). In order to understand the generators of the fundamental group,
we look at the fibration structure of the manifold described in section 4.2, and list the
non-contractible loops present:
• h(I) is associated with the S 1 fiber;
(I)

• c0 is associated with an eventual twisting of the base Ñ I ;
21

This result follows from the isomorphism between the tangent bundle and normal bundle for Lagrangian
manifolds. As the self-intersection number of a manifold X is X.X = e(N X)[X], we then have X.X =
e(N X[X]) = e(T X[X]) = χ[X].
22
Indeed, for many kinds of singularities, the map between third homology groups H3 (Xsmth ) →
H3 (Xsing ) is surjective, so that cycles can disappear when going to the singular limit, but no new cycles can appear. One way to see this in our case is to notice that we can define the holomorphic 3-form and
the periods in the singular limit, and deform them away from the singular limit. Therefore, the cycles also
exist in the smooth limit. We thank Volker Braun for explaining this to us.
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for smooth sLags is given by the Euler number of the intersection.21 Assuming that the
intersection numbers do not change in going back to the singular limit — which may not
be justified — they are given by table 2. Moreover, these are the intersection numbers
for all point, curve and surface intersections, given that they are described by the same
equations. Having filled out the intersection matrix, we can compute its rank, finding 16
and 8, respectively, for X 7,7 = X 19,19 /S and X 3,3 = X 19,19 /S × R. That is, the A-type and
C-type sLags span the basis for the third homology group of the singular CICY. Finally,
we know that all these sLags survive as 3-cycles when we deform to a smooth CICY,22 even
though they are not all fixed point sets of any isometric antiholomorphic involution (and
thus likely not all sLags). In this way, we obtain a set of deformed sLags that generate
the full third homology group of the smooth (quotient) split bicubic. The topology of 27
out of the 81 deformed A-type sLags and all deformed C-type sLags are the same as that
of the basic A-type and C-type sLags, as can be seen by considering the different smooth
limits, c = ǫ, ǫω, ǫω 2 which are diffeomorphic to each other.
Whilst a mathematically rigorous computation of the intersection matrix for the singular CICY is beyond the scope of this paper, the final matrix ranks obtained might be
considered compelling indicators that the subtleties mentioned can be overcome.

(I)

• c1 corresponds to the non-contractible loop around the orbifold point in Ñ I ;
(I)

(I)

• d1 , d2 , are the two boundaries of the cylinder Ñ I , see figure 6.
(1)

(2)

(2)

h(1) = d1 ,

(B.1)

(1)
d2

(B.2)

= h(2) ,

and along the boundary r = −1 we have
(1)

h(2) = d1 ,

(B.3)

(2)
d2

(B.4)

= h(1) .

So far, together with the relations in (4.33), we have listed all the topological ingredients
of our sLag QσA /Z3 . Wilson lines on the sLag would correspond to the homomorphism
π1 (QσA /Z3 ) → SO(10), given by:
ρ : h(I) 7→ e2πiY

(I)

(I)

(I)

(I)

ρ : ck 7→ e2πiXk , k = 0, 1;

(I)

7→ e2πiDl , l = 1, 2;
(B.5)
where at least one of the generators of the fundamental group should generate a Z3 subgroup, in order to be mapped to the matrices in (4.18). To check if this is possible we start
from the relations (in (4.33)) given by
 3
(I)
(I)
c1
h = 1 ⇒ (3X1 + Y I ) ∈ diag(Z),
(B.6)

b
(I)
(I)
c0 h(I) = 1 ⇒ (X0 + bY I ) ∈ diag(Z),
(B.7)
;

(I) (I) (I) (I)

c 0 c 1 d1 d2

(I)

(I)

ρ : dl

(I)

(I)

= 1 ⇒ (X0 + X1 + D1 + X2 ) ∈ diag(Z),

(B.8)

where we have used (B.5) and diag(Z) is the set of integer valued 10×10 diagonal matrices.
Again using the map ρ in (B.5), the boundary gluing conditions (B.1)–(B.2) become
(2)

Y (1) = D1
(1)
D2

mod diag(Z),

(B.9)

= Y (2) mod diag(Z).

(B.10)

and (B.3)–(B.4) become
(1)

Y (2) = D1
(2)
D2

mod diag(Z),

(B.11)

= Y (1) mod diag(Z).

(B.12)
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The next step is to glue the two manifolds Q̃σA /Z3 and Q̃σA /Z3 along the two boundaries
given by the plane cubic curves at the points r = r1 /r2 = ±1. As we have already seen, the
boundaries are 2-tori, and the gluing condition is an automorphism of the torus, namely an
(1)
SL(2, Z) transformation, that maps the two circular boundaries of Q̃σA /Z3 to the ones of
(2)
Q̃σA /Z3 (and the reverse for the other boundary). Note that the symmetry group S ∼
= Z3
acts such that there is no twisting of the two fibers in the neighbourhood of r = r1 /r2 = ±1
on the original uncut manifold, where we recall that the fibers are given by the two plane
cubic curves (see figures 5 and 3). Therefore, we can write the gluing conditions as follows.
Along the boundary r = 1 we have

Since we want a Wilson line that is a homomorphism ρ of Z3 into SO(10), suppose that
every generator g fulfils the following relation
g 3 = 1.

(B.13)

(I)
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